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Background and Purpose

Thailand is continuing along a smooth path of economic development with its two pillars of the
agriculture and manufacturing industries. Thailand with its GDP per capita in 2015 at over
US$5,800, is an important position a middle-income country of the ASEAN region, and in the
international economy. In recent years, in order to achieve even further economic growth
without falling into the so-called "trap of middle-income countries," new developments are
desired, such as improvement in production efficiency and seeking higher value- added.
Thailand has both an international production base and a logistics base in the ASEAN region,
and the development of logistics infrastructure one of the important issues for promoting new
development. In this context, port facilities are "cornerstone" for the smoothly functioning a lot
of distribution.
The capital city of Bangkok includes Thailand’s two main ports of Bangkok Port and Laem
Chabang Port, through which more than 70% of cargo flows into the country. In addition, river
ports located inland along the Chao Phraya River have become a window to Laos, Myanmar
and beyond, where future economic growth is expected.
Damage in Bangkok and surrounding areas from the major 2011 flood caused an enormous
impact on domestic and overseas supply chains, and the Thai government is actively working on
climate change issues as well as economic development. In response to COP 21 in 2015, it has
already submitted "Nationally Determined Contribution” (NDC) for 2020 and later, and set the
target of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 20% by 2030. This includes emission
reductions in the energy sector, including transportation, as one of the important measures.
Bangkok City adopted a Climate Change Master Plan in December 2015 with the support of
JICA, based on the Bangkok Climate Change Master Plan 2013 - 2023 project. It includes the
reduction of GHG emissions in the transport sector as an important issue.
Yokohama City, like Bangkok, is a crucial port city located in the country’s capital region, has
experienced rapid urbanization and population growth, and also encountered and tackled and
solved various urban issues. Since 2011, Yokohama has been promote international technical
cooperation (Y-PORT project) through public-private collaboration, utilizing its various
resources and technologies, and making full use of its expertise and know-how on urban
management and infrastructure development that has been accumulated through these efforts.
This Y-PORT project in particular is actively providing support for urban development in
emerging countries in Asia and beyond.

During the Bangkok municipal government’s process of formulating the aforementioned Master
Plan, Yokohama City provided technical advice to JICA and Bangkok. In addition, besides
climate change, Bangkok’s rapid urbanization is causing other urban problems such as waste,
sewage and air pollution, so the two cities signed a "Memorandum of Understanding on
Technical Cooperation for Sustainable Urban Development" in October 2013. Based on that
arrangement, the Feasibility Study team is working to further promote technical cooperation,
making use of Yokohama’s expertise in urban development and the superlative technologies of
city enterprises, through inter-city collaboration under the Y-PORT project.
Based on the above background, last year the three parties of Yokohama Port Corporation
(YPC), Green Pacific Co., Ltd. (GP), and Overseas Environmental Cooperation Centre, Japan
(OECC) jointly proposed and adopted the FY2016 Feasibility Study for JCM Project by
City-to-City Collaboration (Feasibility Study for Assisting Ports in Thailand to Reduce CO2
Emissions and to Become “Smart Ports”) (second call for applications) (hereinafter “previous
FS”). PAT and YPC cooperated to extend the achievements of the previous FS to apply for a
Port of Bangkok Export CFS Facilities (construction planned for 2017) project under the
FY2017 JCM Equipment Subsidy Program, and the proposal was accepted.
This FS represents a continuation and expansion of the previous FS, and was implemented with
the purpose of supporting PAT from the design stage in the detailed study and consideration of
Bangkok Port CFS Import facilities (planned for construction in 2018 at approximately three
times the scale of CFS Export), which were determined to have good potential as an FY2018
JCM project. An emphasis is placed on making use of these findings to introduce low-carbon
equipment into PAT's future port improvement plans.
An additional purpose was to conduct a study on the potential to apply these low-carbon
initiatives of Bangkok Port next to Laem Chabang Port and to expand the scope to other major
PAT-managed ports and associated logistics networks.

Results of the Feasibility Study
1.
1.1

Support for PAT Port Construction Design Incorporating Low-Carbon
Facilities
Information Gathering and Coordination Prior to Site Visit

(1) Relationship between Port Authority of Thailand and Yokohama Port Corporation
Thailand's major domestic ports are managed by the Port Authority of Thailand (hereinafter
"PAT"). PAT is aiming to further utilize Thailand’s port network, including regional ports, as a
hub for the ASEAN region. In parallel with that, PAT sees the promotion of
environmentally-conscious harbors as an important management strategy. They are promoting
ambitious efforts such as setting carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions reduction targets under a plan
called the "Green Port Project" (described below).
Yokohama Port Corporation (hereinafter "YPC"), the main proponent of this FS, continues to
have a positive cooperative relationship with PAT. The Port and Harbor Bureau, City of
Yokohama has been part of a wide range of cooperative efforts with PAT, including the
conclusion in April 2014 of a memorandum of understanding regarding partnership
arrangements with PAT, followed by a basic agreement for implementation in January 2015..
PAT welcomed being selected for a JCM equipment subsidy based on the achievements of the
previous FS, and took the initiative to address multiple institutional issues within the
organization and country to move toward implementation of the subsidized project. Building
upon these experiences and achievements, for the next JCM project, PAT expressed the strong
desire to take a major step toward low-carbon and smart ports while obtaining support from
YPC for the design of port facilities with lower environmental impacts,
The Port of Yokohama is an example of the move toward low-carbon and “smart” port facilities,
and it declares "a safe, secure and environmentally-friendly port" as one of its three pillars for
port planning policy. Under that policy, examples of efforts so far by YPC include the
installation of photovoltaic panels on the roofs of Container Freight Stations (CFS: facilities for
container freight loading) of the Minami Honmoku Pier and Daikoku Pier container terminals,
and the installation of LED yard lighting. In addition, the Yokohama Port and Harbor Bureau
has installed photovoltaic panels on the roofs of the public buildings at Daikoku Pier, and
installed a stand-alone hydrogen fuel-cell system at the Yokohama Logistics Center at the
Daikoku Pier. As an example of efforts by other Yokohama Port stakeholders, operators have
started using hybrid tugboats and LNG fuel powered tugboats.
An important point to note about this FS is that the original plan to introduce low-carbon
equipment in CFS Import changed mid-stream (see Chapter 3 for details). After changes in
October 2017 in the membership of the Board of Commissioners of PAT, the new Board

conducted a review of the CFS Import plan. As a result, the concept was developed to construct
a DistriCenter with high-performance logistics facilities, using the Yokohama Cargo Center
(Y-CC) as a potential model,
YPC has extensive knowledge and experience with many of the latest technologies in the
facilities it owns and operates. The use of those resources and the JCM to support PAT’s efforts
toward low carbon operations can become an innovative model of efforts to support low-carbon
ports overseas based on the Port of Yokohama, one of Japan's leading ports. By making use of
the partnership between Japan's Port of Yokohama and Thailand's PAT, as well as the
cooperative relationship between the City of Yokohama and Bangkok Metropolitan
Administration (BMA) for urban development, and technical cooperation based on the City of
Yokohama's knowhow and technical excellence of Yokohama businesses such as YPC, it will be
possible to create low-carbon and resilient logistics centers in Bangkok, a leading city in the
ASEAN region. These kinds of activities also could lead to the possibility of future expansion or
roll-out in other ports of other countries in the ASEAN region, which gives this initiative added
significance.
(2) About the Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
PAT was established in 19951 as a port administrator under the jurisdiction of Thailand's
Ministry of Transport. It manages and operates five ports in Thailand, including international
ports such as Bangkok Port and Laem Chabang Port.
The Yokohama Port and Harbor Bureau signed a memorandum of understanding on cooperation
in April 2014 (described below), and a basic agreement for its implementation in January 2015.
There has been a continuous cooperative relationship with YPC under the above-mentioned
memorandum, and since 2015 joint discussions have been underway regarding utilization of the
JCM.
PAT is currently working to promote an environmentally-conscious port under a five-year plan
(2015-2019) entitled the "Green Port Project." This plan's target is to reduce expected CO2
emissions from PAT's operations in 2019 by 10% of the 2013 emissions (Figure 1). This target is
a sign of very high awareness about environmental protection, and strong interest in introducing
low-carbon equipment through use of the JCM.

Figure 1. CO2 emissions reduction target under the PAT “Green Port Project”
(Source: PAT documents)

Under this FS, with PAT cooperating as a counterpart in Thailand, PAT has coordinated affairs
with Thai government authorities and other parties and cooperated for field surveys, and joint
discussions have been conducted with implementing bodies such as YPC on the Japanese side
concerning appropriate technologies and project possibility evaluation etc.
Based on the outcomes of discussions under the previous FS, PAT became the local party in the
international consortium established for the FY2017 application to become a JCM-funded
project.
(3) Current Cooperation among Cities in the Survey Area
As mentioned above, since 2011, Yokohama City has been implementing international technical
cooperation through public-private partnerships using “Yokohama’s Partnership of Resources
and Technologies” (Y-PORT Project), with the aim of supporting solutions to urban issues in
emerging countries and supporting business overseas business development of Yokohama-based
businesses.
Under the Y-PORT project, in 2013, Thailand’s Bangkok Metropolitan Authority signed a
“Memorandum of Understanding on Technical Cooperation for Sustainable Urban Development”
in 2013, the Bangkok Climate Change Master Plan 2013 - 2023 was prepared, with support
from JICA to formulate the cooperation. To realize the master plan, in FY2014 and FY2015,
Y-PORT participated in a Ministry of the Environment JCM commissioned project for
formulating a feasibility project to realize a low-carbon society, and developed through
city-to-city collaboration the “Scheme Consideration Study for Funding for Development of
JCM Projects (Energy Conservation, Waste, Sewerage) and Introduction of Low-Carbon
Technologies based on the Kingdom of Thailand / Bangkok Municipal Administration Climate

Change Master Plan.” As a result of this study, Yokohama-based companies are being
considered for the selection of equipment in the JCM-funded project in Bangkok City.
As a recent trend in the Port of Yokohama, in August 2010, through a selection process for
target ports for the national government’s “International Container Strategy and Port Policy”
program for intensive investment and to strengthen competitiveness, the Port of Yokohama was
selected as a Keihin region port. The International Container Strategy and Port Policy is a
national port policy of the national government to promote Japanese ports as hub ports for
container logistics, in response to a decline in relative status of Japanese ports in the context of
the development of other Asian major ports in recent years. Based on the International
Container Strategy and Port Policy, initially there were plans to merge/integrate the Port of
Yokohama, Port of Kawasaki, and Port of Tokyo as a container terminal operation, but the Port
of Tokyo later withdrew, YPC was broken up in January 2016, and the Yokohama-Kawasaki
International Port Co., Ltd. (YKIP) was established, centering on The Port of Yokohama.
As for the Port of Yokohama, since 2010, based on the basic policies of the International
Container Strategy and Port Policy (consolidating freight, generating freight, boosting
international competitiveness), the Port and Harbor Bureau, City of Yokohama, which is the port
authority, has promoted various efforts for freight consolidation and for development of new
container terminals. In particular, to increase the volume of freight handled, which is one of the
most important challenges, they have been promoting stronger collaboration with Southeast
Asian countries which have been experiencing remarkable growth, and on April 22, 2014, the
Port and Harbor Bureau, City of Yokohama signed a memorandum of understanding with PAT
which manages and operates five major domestic ports including Bangkok Port and Laem
Chabang Port, regarding partnership aiming to develop beneficial relationships for the
development of the Port of Yokohama and domestic ports in Thailand.
Unlike the traditional sister port relationship, this partnership aims at concrete measures that are
beneficial to both sides and sets up a cooperative system with fixed periods in specific fields,
with the benefits being constantly measured. In particular, it stipulates that an emphasis is
placed on cooperative installations to increase cargo volume and technical information
exchanges, and the implementation of concrete measures are in specific areas. Major
cooperation components include (1) information exchange for the development of both sides
(port management, shipping trend, international trade, the use of IT, technology and
environmental measures), and (2) port sales (helping and promoting cooperation with potential
local partners and customers in order to achieve local and regional market expansion).

Furthermore, a basic agreement on the following concrete action items for its implementation
was signed on January 19, 2015. The main points of agreement include (1) mutual assistance
through information provision and the exchange of personnel (human resources development,
technical exchanges, information exchanges), and (2) cooperation on port sales (mutual
implementation of seminars and promotions).
Based on this agreement, the Port of Yokohama and PAT are undertaking the following efforts
on an ongoing basis including trainings to address various issues, receiving study tours, holding
port seminars, and regular exchanges of opinion.
Major Initiatives after Signing of Cooperative Partnership Agreement
2014 (April):

Eight-person delegation from PAT led by the acting chief director visited the
Port of Yokohama

2014 (August)

Observation tour received from Laem Chabang Port (Port Authority of
Thailand) and Thammasat University

2015 (January)

Eight-person delegation including YPC executives led by Port and Harbor
Bureau, City of Yokohama, visit Port of Yokohama, and seminar is held on
Thailand-Japan trade and port topics.

2015 (July)

Yokohama International Affairs Bureau visits PAT, conducts interviews on
technical cooperation with the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
(Thailand) relating to urban development

2015 (October)

City of Yokohama representatives visit PAT to observe overseas government

2016 (July)

YPC, City of Yokohama (Climate Change Office), and Yokohama
International Affairs Bureau visit PAT, conduct on-site observation and
discuss JCM

2017 (August)

Port and Harbor Bureau, City of Yokohama has participated as a lecturer at a
workshop which PAT has organized in Bangkok

In the area of port environment, based on the policy of being “a safe, secure and
environmentally-friendly port” as stated in the Yokohama port plan, the City of Yokohama and
YPC are promoting efforts to create a low-carbon and “smart” port that is also resilient to
disasters, and as technical cooperation with PAT, they are making use of Yokohama’s knowhow
and experience to conduct discussions to support environmental initiatives being promoted by
PAT.
In October 2015, YPC visited PAT and discussed technical cooperation to introduce low-carbon
facilities by utilizing the JCM. Joint discussions continued thereafter, and in July 2016, YPC
visited PAT again to observe facilities at Bangkok Port and Laem Chabang Port with a view to

utilization of the JCM, and discussed with PAT concrete topics relating to future project
formulation to utilize the JCM. For these activities, the Climate Change Policy Headquarters
and the International Affairs Bureau (both from City of Yokohama) accompanied the missions,
and discussed the implementation of support based on the City of Yokohama’s efforts.
In addition, the City of Yokohama and the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration are furthering
their city-to-city collaboration to realize a low-carbon society, based on the above-mentioned
Memorandum of Understanding on Technical Cooperation for Environmentally-Conscious
Sustainable Urban Development signed in 2013. As part of these activities, collaboration is
being conducted in the form of JICA technical cooperation projects, and in that context, the
transport sector, particularly low-carbon initiatives such as those for the Bangkok Port are
attracting attention as important initiatives, in terms of emission reductions and as a
demonstration of what is possible in the ASEAN region.
Documents including the aforementioned memorandum of understanding are shown as the
Attached document.
(4) Achievements and Experience of the Yokohama Port Corporation (YPC)
① From 1986 to 1989, YPC dispatched personnel from the Yokohama Port and Harbor
Bureau as JICA experts to the Eastern Seaboard Development Committee of Thailand to
support development of Laem Chabang Port.
② In 2013, the City of Yokohama City cooperated in work to formulate the Bangkok Climate
Change Master Plan (2013-2023) implemented by the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA). The Yokohama City Action Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures
was used as a model for the formulation of the Master Plan, and the City of Yokohama
created an internal support arrangements consisting of multiple departments to provide
extensive cooperation. The City of Yokohama’s cooperation is mentioned in the FY2015
White Paper on Development Cooperation published by Japan’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
③ On October 21, 2013, the City of Yokohama and Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
signed a Memorandum of Understanding on Technical Cooperation for
Environmentally-Conscious Sustainable Urban Development.
④ On April 22, 2014, the City of Yokohama and PAT signed a memorandum of understanding
regarding partnership to develop beneficial relationships for the development of the Port of
Yokohama and domestic ports in Thailand.
⑤ On August 4 and 5, 2014, YPC received an observation tour from Laem Chabang Port
(Port Authority of Thailand) and Thammasat University. A lecture was conducted relating
to the MM21 District and redevelopment plans.

⑥ Seminar organized by PAT on January 19, 2015. Yokohama City Port and Harbor Bureau
Director Itoh joined along with YPC’s Director Kanno. A presentation was made on
“Efforts of the Port of Yokohama to Become an International Hub Port.”
⑦ On January 20, 2015, the City of Yokohama signed a basic agreement with PAT on
concrete actions to fulfill the agreement in the aforementioned memorandum of
understanding.
⑧ In May 2015, YPC received a Port of Yokohama observation tour by professors from
Chulalongkorn University in Thailand. Provided information on waterfront development
research related to Port Authority of Thailand.
⑨ In October 2015, YPC visited PAT for discussions about the JCM.
⑩ From November 10 to 13, 2015, the City of Yokohama received a delegation from PAT and
held a training, based on a memorandum of understanding and the basic agreement with
PAT.
⑪ In July 2016, YPC, the City of Yokohama Climate Change Policy Headquarters and
Yokohama International Affairs Bureau visited PAT for site research and for discussions
about the JCM.
⑫ In April 2016, the FY2016 “Feasibility Study for Assisting Ports in Thailand to Reduce
CO2 Emissions and to Become ‘Smart Ports’” was approved as a Feasibility Study for
JCM Project by City-to-City Collaboration, and a feasibility study on CFS Export for
Bangkok Port (this FS) was launched, with the cooperation of PAT.
⑬ In September 2016, the “Study for Assisting Ports in Thailand to Reduce CO2 Emissions
and to Become ‘Smart Ports’” was approved as a JCM Project Feasibility Study based on
the FY2016 City-to-City Collaboration Project for Low-Carbon Development, and a study
was implemented regarding CFS Export for Bangkok Port, with the cooperation of PAT.
⑭ In April 2017, the “Study for Assisting Ports in Thailand to Reduce CO2 Emissions and to
Become ‘Smart Ports’” was approved as a JCM Project Feasibility Study based on the
FY2017 City-to-City Collaboration Project for Low-Carbon Development, and as a
follow-up to the previous year’s work on CFS Export, a study (this FS) was initiated
regarding CFS Import for Bangkok Port, with the cooperation of PAT.
⑮ In May 2017, with YPC as the representative proponent and PAT as the local proponent, a
funding application was submitted entitled “Introduction of Energy Efficient Equipment to
Bangkok Port” based on the findings of the feasibility study in ⑬ above. It was submitted
under the “Financing Programme for Joint Crediting Mechanism (JCM) Model Projects in
FY2017”. In June 2017, the application was approved.

1.2

Checking Project Site Conditions through Field Visits, and Consideration of
Issues

In this Feasibility Study, the team conducted five field visits. Below is a summary of the five
visits, which included meetings and data collection.
(1) First Field Visit
① Schedule
May 1 to 3, 2017 (including travel days)
② Japanese Participants
Yokohama Port Corporation
Kosuke Shibasaki, Deputy General Manager, Engineering Department
Katsuyuki Ozaki, Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department
Hayato Nakamura, Assistant Section Chief, Engineering Planning Division, Engineering
Department
Green Pacific Co., Ltd.
Darmp Phadungsri, Consultant
③ Sites Visited, Counterparts and Topics
Date

Time

May
2

Counterparts

Topics

09:3012:30

PAT engineering officials, business
development officials

・Explanation of this Feasibility Study

13:3018:00

PAT Deputy Director General, other
personnel

・Information exchange about PAT
procurement and bidding rules

④ Major Points Confirmed and Issues Identified, etc.
・Explanation of this Feasibility Study


Provided a fresh overview of this Feasibility Study (FS) and JCM-subsidized projects as
well as the role of this FS.

・Information exchange about PAT procurement and bidding rules


Gained understanding of the current rules.

(2) Second Field Visit and Interim Field Report on Feasibility Study
① Schedule
July 18 to 22, 2017 (including travel days)
② Japanese Participants
Yokohama Port Corporation
Kosuke Shibasaki, Deputy General Manager, Engineering Department
Katsuyuki Ozaki, Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department
Yuki Haji, Project Manager, Engineering Planning Division, Engineering Department
Hayato Nakamura, Assistant Section Chief, Engineering Planning Division, Engineering
Department
Green Pacific Co., Ltd.
Kazuhito Yamada, President
Mariko Fujimori, Executive Vice President, Director
Darmp Phadungsri, Consultant
City of Yokohama
Masuyoshi Arimichi, Officer, Port Promotion Division, Port Promotion Department, Port
and Harbor Bureau
③ Sites Visited, Counterparts and Topics
Date
Jul 19

Jul 20

Jul 21

Time
09:3011:30
13:3017:30
9:0012:00
13:0017:00
9:0012:00
13:0017:00

Counterparts

Topics

PAT (Mr. Komol and key officials)

・Interim report for this study

PAT (key officials)

・Confirmed progress on CFS Import plan

PAT (key officials)

・Information exchange on equipment planned
for introduction

PAT (key officials)

・Same

PAT

・Information exchange on afternoon site visit

PAT

・Site visit to Bangkok Port

④ Major Points Confirmed and Issues Identified, etc.
・Interim report for this study


Confirmed progress on CFS Import plan, explained proposal as JCM subsidy candidate
project, all agreed on moving forward positively with consideration.

・Local confirmation regarding electrical equipment


Conducted local study to confirm information about current electrical equipment and other
important equipment.

(3) Third Field Visit for Feasibility Study
① Schedule
September 10 to 12, 2017 (including travel days)
② Japanese Participants
Yokohama Port Corporation
Yoichi Kanno, Senior Executive Director
Katsuyuki Ozaki, Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department
③ Sites Visited, Counterparts and Topics
Date
Sep
11

Time
09:3011:30
13:3017:30

Counterparts
PAT
PAT Deputy Director General and key
personnel

Topics
・Preparation for afternoon meeting with PAT
Deputy Director General
・Overview of this feasibility study, plus
discussion about new Procurement Act

④ Major Points Confirmed and Issues Identified, etc.
・Meeting with PAT Deputy Director General


Reported to PAT Deputy Director General and key personnel on progress to date with this
feasibility study, and discussed the latest status of implementation of Thailand’s new
Procurement Act.

(4) Fourth Field Visit for Feasibility Study
① Schedule
November 15 to 18, 2017 (including travel days)
② Japanese Participants
Yokohama Port Corporation
Yoichi Kanno, Senior Executive Director
Kosuke Shibasaki, Deputy General Manager, Engineering Department

Katsuyuki Ozaki, Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department
Green Pacific Co., Ltd.
Kazuhito Yamada, President
Darmp Phadungsri, Consultant
③

Sites Visited, Counterparts and Topics

Date
Nov
16

Nov
17

Time
09:3011:30
13:3017:30
9:0012:00
13:0017:00

Counterparts
Laem Chabang Port
Vehicle/passenger terminal
management
Laem Chabang Port
Container terminal management

Topics
・Site visit of vehicle/passenger terminal
・Site visit of container terminal

PAT(key personnel)

・Information exchange on Laem Chabang Port

Related equipment manufacturer

・Interview on equipment specifications

④ Major Points Confirmed and Issues Identified, etc.
・Information collection on Laem Chabang Port


Visited Laem Chabang Port, vehicle/passenger terminal management and container
terminal management to assess the potential for JCM-subsidized project (described further
below)



Reported study findings on Laem Chabang Port to key personnel at PAT, and discussed
prospects to be a JCM-subsidized project. Regarding JCM prospects, the meetings
confirmed PAT’s favorable stance.

(5) Final Field Report on Feasibility Study
① Schedule
February 7-10, 2018 (including travel days)
② Japanese Participants
Yokohama Port Corporation
Hidemori Kishimura, Managing Director
Kosuke Shibasaki, Deputy General Manager, Engineering Department
Katsuyuki Ozaki, Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department

Mai Tanaka, Assistant Manager, Business Development Division, Business Development
Department
Green Pacific Co., Ltd.
Darmp Phadungsri, Consultant
City of Yokohama
Nobuaki Izuka, Conservation Management Manager, Port and Harbor Bureau
Garyo Okuno, International Technical Cooperation Manager, International Bureau
Hiromichi Hishinuma, Technical Cooperation Assistant Manager
③ Sites Visited, Counterparts and Topics
Date
Feb 8

Feb 9

Time
09:3011:30
13:3017:30
9:0012:00
13:0017:00

Counterparts
Laem Chabang Port (accompanied by
PAT)

Topics
・Interviews about future plans for Laem
Chabang Port

Site visit to Bangkok Port

・Site visit to planned site of DistriCenter

Internal team meeting

・Preparation for final report presentation to
PAT in afternoon

PAT (key personnel)

・Final report to PAT

④ Major Points Confirmed and Issues Identified, etc.
・Future plans for Laem Chabang Port


Accompanied by PAT officials, the mission made a site visit to Laem Chabang Port to
learn about future plans, including three major projects (described further below).



Made final report of this study to PAT, gathered the latest information about the
DistriCenter currently being planned at Bangkok Port.

1.3

PAT’s Updated Plan

(1) Current Situation of Bangkok Port
Bangkok Port consists of West Quay, which is a terminal for break bulk cargos (302 acres =
approx. 1.22 million m2), and East Quay, which is a container terminal (36 acres = 150,000 m2),
with the total area of 338 acres (=1.37 million m2) (Figure 2).
The length of West Quay is 1,660 m with 10 berths, while the length of East Quay is 1,528 m
with 8 berths.

Figure 2

Overview of Bangkok Port

The amount of cargo handled at Bangkok Port is basically on an increasing trend. Although it
temporarily slumped in 2012 due to impact of the that flood occurred in 2011, it recovered as
the reconstruction of the industrial complex, etc., progressed, having more than 1.5 million TEU
of container cargo handling since 2014 (Figure 3). However, the amount has decreased slightly
in 2016 (1,498,009 TEU) and 2017 (1,496,227 TEU) respectively1.
Since the demand is expected to increase in future with the economic development of
Thailand, the efficient port management of handling more cargo within a limited space is
required.

1

Source: Bangkok Shipowners and Agents Association, Ports&ICDs Statistics (http://www.thaibsaa.com/index.php/statistics)

Figure 3 Amount of Cargo Handled at Bangkok Port
（Source： PAT Brochure）

(2) Current Situation of West Quay
West Quay is a terminal for break bulk cargos, where container vessels are not intended to
arrive. Therefore, there is no gantry crane (crane specialized in loading/unloading cargos of
container ships to/from a terminal) installed.
The yard of West Quay is scattered with warehouses for handling LCL2 cargos, bulk cargos,
and hazardous materials (Figures 4 and 5). The yard originally served for shipping activities
such as packing of break bulk cargos (not-in-container). However, since the amount of cargo
increased due to a shift to break bulks to containers, warehouses for handling such cargos was
constructed in West Quay. Now, the yard of West Quay, therefore, mainly handles cargos for
containers such as LCL cargos.
In a space called the stuffing yard in the container yard, vanning/devanning of cargos to/from
containers with consolidated LCL cargos is implemented. Large-sized forklifts and other
equipment, are being operated in this place, which requires a lot of dead space to enable such
equipment to be safely operated. Unlike CFS, this place does not allow for stacking of multiple
containers. Therefore, its handling capacity per unit of area is low, and motion lines are
complicated, which is one of the further areas for improvement regarding safety the team has
identified. The work efficiency there is not the best with many old warehouses that have not
been upgraded, but simply used differently to adjust to increases in container cargo. Considering
2

LCL refers to Less than Container Load, meaning loads that are less than one full container

the efficiency of loading/unloading of cargo to/from ships, it may be necessary to reconsider the
layout of warehouses located close to the quay side.

Figure 4

Layout of Warehouses in West Quay
(Source: PAT)

Figure 5 Yards in West Quay

(3) Current Situation of East Quay
As mentioned above, East Quay was constructed as a container terminal, and has 14 gantry
cranes installed. East Quay consists of two terminals: Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 (Figure 6), and
the total area for their container yards (for cargo handling) is 147,600 m2, with 98,600 m2 for
Terminal 1 and 49,000 m2 for Terminal 2 (Figure 7).

Figure 6

Layout of Container Terminals of East Quay
(Source: PAT)

Figure 7

Container Yards of Terminals 1&2 at East Quay

As for reefer plugs (power sources) necessary to handle reefer containers for foods and
medicines, etc., that require temperature control, a total of 784 units are provided at Terminals
1&2, also allowing for storage of such containers (Figure 8).
As for gates to control external trucks, etc. (trailers carrying containers), there are five
inbound lanes and three outbound lanes in Terminal 1, and four inbound lanes and three
outbound lanes in Terminal 2 (Figure 9).

Figure 8 East Quay Reefer Facilities for Terminals 1&2

Figure 9

East Quay Gates of Terminals 1&2

The following cargo handling equipment is installed in Terminals 1 and 2 (Figure 10).
Terminal 1


Gantry crane (rated load: 35.5 – 40 t):



RTG (rated load: 30 – 40 t) 23 units


4+1 rows, 1 over 3 stacks*



4+1 rows, 1 over 2 stacks

8 units

16 units
7 units



Reach stacker (rated load: 40 t): 1 unit



Reach stacker for empty container: 1 unit



Container chassis (head and trailer): 64 units
* Number of rows and stacks of loadable containers

Terminal 2


Gantry crane (rated load: 35.5 – 40 t): 6 units



RTG (rated load: 30 t – 40 t): 15 units


4+1 rows, 1 over 3 stacks

5 units



6+1 rows, 1 over 4 stacks

10 units



Reach stacker (rated load: 40t): 1 unit



Reach stacker for empty container: 1unit



Container chassis (head and trailer): 46 units

Figure 10

East Quay Cargo Handling Facilities and Equipment of Terminals 1&2

(4) Future Construction Plans
① Construction Plans at the Start of This FS
Bangkok Port needs to expand its container terminals to adjust to recent increases in
container cargo being handled. In addition, amid the increase of container use with the decrease
of break bulk and the increase of container cargo, need for CFS functions has also increased to
allow vanning/devanning of LCL cargos to/from containers to realize more efficient operations
in the limited space. PAT has developed the following construction plan.
First, in the areas being used as a stuffing yard, the plan was to newly construct CFS Export for
which an application was already submitted for JCM funding. Next, it was planned to construct
CFS Import which would consolidate warehousing functions on the quayside of the West Quay
(Figure 11).
Overall, the plan included the two CSF buildings, plus an LCL operation yard, container yard,
and office building (Figure 12). The plans envisioned a photovoltaic panel installation on the
CFS roofs, which are approximately 18,000 m2 in area. As for the roof of the LCL operation
yard, it was necessary to consider how to install equipment with awareness of the impacts of
shadowing resulting from height differences between the CFS buildings and the roof of the LCL
operation yard.

Figure 11: Overview of plan for CFS Import (when complete)
(Source: PAT)

Figure 12: LCL Operation Yard (when complete)
(Source: PAT)

② New Plan for October 2017 Onward
With Thailand's new fiscal year beginning in October 2017 there was a change in the members
of PAT's Board of Commissioners. The new members conducted a complete review of the
original plan for CFS Import, and with design revisions on the basis of a new concept, the
construction schedule was also postponed. Specifically, instead of the construction of CFS
Import as originally planned, the new plan was for construction of the CFS as a multi-level
"DistriCenter" (Figure 13, Figure 14).
The first level of the DistriCenter would have the function of earlier planned CFS Import and
handle CFS functions as the West Quay's LCL warehouse and stuffing yard, etc., for less than
container loads. The second and higher levels would consist of bonded warehouses which would
be lent to and operated by private logistic service providers. PAT has a plan to convert a portion
of the West Quay terminal to commercial zone. It would reduce the land used for logistics
functions

but PAT also plans to increase the overall functions and volume by the sophisticated

functions of the DistriCenter.
The consideration and planning of the DistriCenter is to be conducted in the following four
steps:
(i)

Preparation of complete reconstruction master plan for Bangkok Port overall
(currently in progress)

(ii) Preparation of DistriCenter concept and plan (including automation)
(iii) Design of individual facilities
(iv) Construction of each facility
For the concept and design of the DistriCenter it is expected that the overall specifications will
be decided within six to nine months. As one of the models for these initiatives, PAT is
considering the Yokohama Port Cargo Center (Y-CC), a crucial cargo facility at the port of
Yokohama.

CFS export
DistriCenter

Original terminal

Figure 13: Concept for Bangkok Port Redevelopment Plan
(Source: PAT)

5F Bonded warehouse
4F Bonded warehouse
3F Bonded warehouse
2F Bonded warehouse
1F CFS Import
Ramp ways for trucks

Figure 14. Cross-section concept of DistriCenter
At the DistriCenter, PAT is planning to introduce PV, LED lighting, electric forklifts, and
electric RTGs, consistent with the original plans.
Going forward, there are plans to remove the buildings south of the DistriCenter, and convert
the area to an automated container terminal to be operated together with the DistriCenter. In
addition, with these changes in functions, it will be necessary change the flow of movement
within the port, so there are visions to improve the access roads to enable vehicles to enter and
exit Bangkok Port directly from the highway on the eastern side of the port.
Yokohama Port Cargo Center (Y-CC): One model being considered for the DistriCenter

Figure xxx: Figure XXX: Y-CC overview
photo and layout
Source: Y-CC brochure and website
http://www.yokohama-cargo-center.jp/

Y-CC is located on Daikoku Pier at the Port of Yokohama, and with a floor area of 320,000 m2
on a 92,000 m2 site, it is one of Japan's largest general logistics facilities. It meets a large range
of logistics needs, from storage, cargo handling, distribution processing, exhibition and sales, to
forwarding, and is used as a forwarding center for both import and export cargo and for
domestic wholesalers and retailers and more.
With financing from the City of Yokohama and other investors, the Yokohama Port International
Cargo Center Co., Ltd. was established in 1992 as the operator, and operations opened in 1996.
YPC also provided a portion of the financing, as well as technical support at the time of
facilities construction, including design supervision and construction oversight. Thus, the firm
is capable of providing technical support as PAT considers similar facilities going forward.
The Logistics Building can operate in all weather and around the clock, and rampway access
permits direct access for up to 45-foot container trailers on each floor of the warehouses. This
allows cargo handling even on the upper floors to be as efficient as in a ground level warehouse.
The Logistics Building is designed and built to withstand major earthquakes and other natural
disasters. Ascending and descending vehicle guideways are completely separate and the traffic
control system ensures safety. The facilities also have advanced security functions including
security cameras and sensors.
Table 1: Y-CC structural features

Figure 16: Y-CC cross-section
Source: Y-CC documentation, Y-CC website - http://www.yokohama-cargo-center.jp/

Figure 17: Y-CC features
Exit gate (right), elevated platform (left), descending
ramp (bottom)

Source: Y-CC website

2. Information Gathering and Summary on Regulatory Matters
For the measures to be adopted for projects described by this Feasibility Study, no specific
licenses are required for the installation of port facilities and equipment, such as electric
forklifts, electric RTGs, and large-scale LED yard lighting, etc. For photovoltaic (hereinafter
PV) power stations for captive use to be connected to the above facilities and equipment,
however, the acquisition of licenses or the submission of notifications is required for some
conditions. The relevant regulatory matters and notification procedures, etc., are presented
below:
2.1

Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC)

For rooftop PV power stations, licenses are not required only if the following conditions are
met. If the equipment to be introduced does not satisfy the following conditions, application for
licenses or submission of notifications will be required:
Conditions for equipment to be exempted from license acquisition
・Area for installation less than 160 m2
・Weight of PV panels (incl. modules and constructions) less than 20 kg/m2
For license application, the specified formats in the Thai language are provided (19 pages), in
which descriptions about the following are required.
Summary of Application Documents to ERC
(1) Applicant information (business register ID, type of license submission, authorized
person, address, tax ID, etc.)
(2) Information about the business (business structure, stakeholder list, investor)
(3) Information about the energy business activity (address, GPS of location, land,
construction)
(4) Information about the energy generation - for power generation license (objective and
energy production plan, power generation system, capital cost/ installed capacity,
efficiency of the system, etc.)
(5) Environmental management (EIA, report, impact management)
(6) Information about the distribution system - for energy distribution system
(7) Information about the energy distribution - for energy distribution license
(8) Qualification and certification of the licensee
(9) Supporting document and evidence

These application documents can be downloaded from the ERC website (in Thai). Timeframe
required for the application to be accepted is expected to be about 2.5 months. Figure 18
presents the flow of the application procedures.

Figure 18 Process of License Application to ERC
(Source: Translated to English from
http://www.erc.or.th/ERCWeb2/EN/Front/StaticPage/StaticPageEN.aspx?p=9&Tag=Licensing)

Information about the application procedures shown above and necessary documents are
provided in the following websites (only available in Thai):
・Overview of proceedings and necessary documents, etc.
http://www.erc.or.th/ERCWeb2/Front/StaticPage/StaticPage.aspx?p=17 and
http://www.erc.or.th/ERCWeb2/Front/StaticPage/StaticPage.aspx?p=200&Tag=SolarRooftop
・Files for license application
http://www.erc.or.th/ERCWeb2/Upload/Document/11142013130912722.pdf

2.2 Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA)
A project proponent who seeks to generate power (more than 1MW) to be connected to the
grid, needs to apply to MEA for a license, which administers the project site, or Provincial
Electricity Authority (PEA). Since the site of the project proposed in this Feasibility Study is
located in Bangkok, license application to MEA is required.
For power generation with the installed capacity of less than 1 MW, the license is not required
but a notice must be submitted. For introducing PV system to CFS Export as JCM Model
Project for FY 2017, license application to MEA will not be necessary because the capacity of
the unit is assumed to be less than 1 MW given the surface area of the roof for installation. For
undertakings to consider this FS, license application to MEA will be required because the
maximum capacity of the PV system to be installed is estimated to exceed 1 MW.
Documents for such application can be downloaded from the MEA website (in Thai), in
which description about the following is required.
Summary of Application Documents to MEA
(1) Applicant information; company name, address, address, purpose of connection to the
grid
(2) Technical information; preferable voltage (kV), type of power generation, machines,
generators, inverter, etc.
(3) Project load; max-min of kW from MEA/PEA, total installed capacity of electricity
generation (kVA)
(4) Contact info; contact person
(5) Additional documents;
-

Map of project

-

Single line diagram/ metering and relaying diagram

-

Control panel, protection function system

-

Specification of generation (for the applicant who acquire the generator only)

-

Specification of transformer, circuit breaker, CT, PT, relays, power quality meter, tele
protection for connecting with 115 kV system

Timeframe required for the application to be accepted is expected to be about 2.5 months. It
should be noted that for PV power generation projects, applicants may just submit general
information about the specifications of the relevant PV panels, but need to check whether it is
the latest information at the time of application.

2.3 Other Application Procedures

(1) Department of Industrial Works (DIW)
The competent agency of licensing for industrial works. If facilities or equipment to be
introduced fall under the Factory building type/code, such as power generation facilities of more
than 1 MW, the license application as prescribed is required.
(2) Bangkok: Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA)
In case of modifying existing buildings or the configuration of facilities, construction permits
must be obtained from the municipal government (BMA in the case of the proposed project in
this Feasibility Study).
(3) Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE)
All electricity development projects are required to apply for permission to DEDE when the
project has the following conditions:
- Over 200 kVA for standby/emergency use
- 200 - 999 kVA for self-consumption or sale to grid
In cases where the project is over 1,000 kVA for self-consumption or sale to grid, it must
apply to the ERC for the permission.

3. Consideration of Methods for Equipment Procurement
3.1

PAT’s Equipment Procurement Methods

(1) Thailand’s New Procurement Act
Procurement by PAT for project implementation is to be conducted by general competitive
bidding in accordance with the applicable regulations. Interviews also confirmed that as a result,
in regular projects, the magnitude of the initial investment has a greater impact on PAT’s
decision making than lower costs in ongoing operations.
Thailand adopted the Government Procurement and Supplies Management Act (2017) in August
2017, and based on this new Procurement Act the country’s Ministry of Finance promulgated an
official notification about bidding processes. Many bodies, including public agencies and state
enterprises nationwide, are covered by this Act.
According to the notification, in cases where an external subsidy is being received, it is
necessary to follow procurement procedures stipulated in Chapter 5, Article 7 of the new
Procurement Act.
① If the amount of the subsidy exceeds 50% of the total investment:
→ Where the subsidy granting body has procurement guidelines in place (e.g., stipulating
the use of Japanese products or nominated bidding), follow them.
② If the amount of the subsidy is less than 50% of the total investment and the subsidy
granting body has procurement guidelines in place:
→ Procurement can proceed in accordance with those guidelines, but a Thai Ministry of
Finance committee makes a separate approval or rejection decision.
③ If neither of the above cases applies:
→ Regular procurement procedures are followed based on the new Procurement Act (i.e.,
a general competitive bid).
JCM-subsidized projects are intended to be projects where the amount of subsidy is less than
50% of the total investment. Since this corresponds to case ② above, if the subsidy granting
body (in this case, Ministry of the Environment, Japan, or Global Environmental Centre
Foundation: GEC) has procurement guidelines in place, procurement can follow those
guidelines. However, it is necessary for a separate approval or rejection decision to be made by
a Thai Ministry of Finance committee.
(2) Integrated Assessment Approach
Based on the new Procurement Act, integrated assessment methods were adopted in response to
the problems that arise with the principle of lowest-cost procurement.

The problems of bid decisions based only on lowest price were pointed out some time ago even
within the Government of Thailand.3 An example provided is where the lowest-cost printer is
purchased, the subsequent costs of toner and other supplies as well as maintenance costs could
be high, resulting in reduced cost effectiveness. Thus, the integrated assessment approach has
been encouraged for evaluating equipment and services when making procurement decisions. In
addition to the regular evaluation criterion of price, some form of scoring is also used to
consider non-price factors such as lifecycle costs, warranties, after sale service, green product
features, ISO standards, and so on (Figure 19).

Figure 19: (1) Problems with lowest price procurement systems, as explained by Government of
Thailand documents
Source: Comptroller General’s Department (documents mentioned above)

3

Ms. Nitiyaporn Imjai and Mr. Thanachoke Rungthipanon, “Government Procurement System”, Office of Public
Procurement Management, Comptroller General’s Department, 2016

Figure 19: (2) Problems with lowest price procurement systems, as explained by Government of
Thailand documents
Source: Comptroller General’s Department (documents mentioned above)

Under the new Procurement Act, “integrated evaluation approaches” can be adopted, under
specific conditions. The Government of Thailand guidelines list six evaluation categories, and
businesses/contractors can apply their own weighting systems.
① Initial price (for this category only, the minimum weighting allowed is 30%)
② Running costs
③ Product quality and service
④ After-sale service
⑤ Other technical factors
⑥ Other

(3) Example of procurement by integrated evaluation approach at the Port of Yokohama
As a useful reference case for when PAT adopts any integrated evaluation approach, below is an
example of procurement by the Port of Yokohama using such a method.
① Target project
Manufacturing and installation of gantry cranes for YPC at the Port of Yokohama
② Evaluation method
There are two basic approaches to evaluation: division or addition.
The “Guidelines for Integrated Evaluation in Public Works Projects” (from the Committee on
Guidelines for Integrated Evaluation in Public Works Projects) explain scoring under the
addition method this way: “In the case of competitive bidding on price alone, if there are
concerns about increased risks such as product or work deficiencies, this is an indicator that
considers technical capabilities in addition to price, from the perspective of seeking to reduce
risks and ensure work quality, based on technical capabilities to realize work reliability."
Meanwhile, the Guidelines explain that scores under the division method "are an indicator that
show work quality in relation to price, from the perspective of aiming to significantly improve
work quality by offering technical solutions." In other words, the addition method tends to
produce bid outcomes that emphasize technical evaluation, while the division method tends to
produce outcomes that emphasize price.
For the work in question, the addition method was adopted, based on the importance of
technology required to ensure quality during manufacturing and to minimize early malfunctions
or breakdowns.

Features

Calculation
Basis for
technical
points
Note

Table 2: Comparison of division versus addition method
Division method
Addition method
Tends to produce winning bids that
emphasize price evaluation (more Tends to produce winning bids that
technical points are needed to overcome emphasize technical evaluation
price differences)
Score = technical points / price
Score = Points for price evaluation +
= (basic score + additional points)
technical evaluation
/ price
Basic score ＝100 points、
Price and technical evaluations range
Additional points ＝ from 10 to 50
from 10 to 300 points
points
Generally used by Japanese national
government
and
“independent Generally used by local governments in
administrative
agencies” Japan
(quasi-governmental organizations)

Source: Table prepared by YPC based on “Guidelines for Integrated Evaluation in Public Works Projects,”
September 2015, Committee on Guidelines for Integrated Evaluation in Public Works Projects.

③ Point allocation of evaluation
In the work in question, based on the assumption that “price and technical evaluation are of
equal importance,” it was decided to allocate a maximum of 100 points for both technical score
and price score.
④ Technical evaluation categories
The following three points were set as evaluation categories for technical aspects of this project:
(i) Company’s construction capabilities: Evaluation of achievements in execution of similar
work, undertaking of quality control, etc.
(ii) Company’s technical capabilities: Evaluation of comprehensive cost reduction
techniques/technologies including performance capacity for subject of work, technical proposals
for structure, running costs, etc.
(iii) Company’s reliability: Evaluation of company’s service structure/arrangements/framework,
etc.
⑤ Other
For preparation of bid selection criteria for this work, internal discussions were held, as well as
interviews with external experts.
As described above, regarding procedures for integrated evaluation for this project, it is possible
to ensure transparency and fairness of procurement by integrated evaluation by articulating the
details of the evaluation methods and the background of the decision.
Going forward, for consideration of the procurement method to be applied when PAT actually
implements procurement for CFS Export and the DistriCenter, ongoing support will be needed
to conduct contractor selection through a bidding process using integrated evaluation, including
criteria such as energy saving performance and product reliability.
In particular, for the JCM project envisioned by this FS, a high level of efficiency and product
quality is required. To confirm these criteria, it will be important to continue collecting
information from candidate suppliers, and to confirm the specifications of each type of
equipment.

3.2

Fund Procurement Schemes

Until now, PAT has self-financed all of its requirements for facilities upgrade projects. In
principle, this approach is expected to continue in the future.
However, currently, for the large scale redevelopment of Bangkok Port, internal discussions are
underway at PAT regarding new fund procurement approaches. In particular, regarding the
DistriCenter, redevelopment is being considered that could also include the use of joint venture
or public-private partnerships between PAT and private sector businesses.
With this in mind, as with the previous FS, this FS here also discusses fund procurement via
leasing and continues discussions about the potential to utilize that approach.
Going forward, support will be provided from a broad perspective on the use of leasing as one
future option, while seeking periodic input from PAT regarding the status of discussions.

Figure 20: Examples of financing by leasing arrangements

4.

Consideration of Extending Project to Laem Chabang Port

Interviews and a study of existing documents were conducted with the aim of considering the
potential to extend JCM-subsidized project activities from Bangkok Port to Laem Chabang Port.
4.1

Overview of Laem Chabang Port

(1) History of the development of Laem Chabang Port
As part of Thailand’s Fifth National Socio-Economic Development Plan (1982-1986)
formulated in 1981, plans were made for Laem Chabang Port to be an alternative for the
functions of Bangkok Port and as one of the centers of development for the Eastern Coastal
Development Plan adopted by the Government of Thailand. In the area inland from this port
there were plans for a manufacturing zone for industrial products, with the aim of relocating
industrial functions that were concentrated around Bangkok, to expand Thailand’s exports of
manufactured goods.

Laem Chabang Port

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 21: Location of Laem Chabang Port

(2) Overview of Laem Chabang Port
Construction of Laem Chabang Port began in 1986, and at the present time, Phase I construction
in Basin I has been completed. Phase II construction work in Basin II is currently under way at
Wharf D. Phase I started service in 1991, and has annual throughput capacity of 4.3 million
TEU. Phase II started service in 2000 and is designed for annual throughput capacity of 6.8
million TEU.

Industrial estate

Laem Chabang Port

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 22: Laem Chabang Port and inland area (1)

Phase I

Phase II

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 23: Laem Chabang Port and inland area (2)

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 24: Phase I status

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 25: Phase II status

PAT is managing both the Bangkok Port and Laem Chabang Port, but the details differ. At
Bangkok Port, PAT is managing everything including terminal operations, but at Laem Chabang
Port private operators are given terminal operation contracts based on long-term leases, and
operations are being done by operators that have obtained contracts on a terminal by terminal
basis. Some Japanese companies are among them, with the participation of Nippon Yusen (NYK
Line) at A1, Mitsui & Co. at B2, Marubeni Corporation and Kamigumi Co. at B3, and Nippon
Yusen and Mitsui O.S.K. Lines at B4.
(3) Performance of Laem Chabang Port
① Container throughput market share
The container throughput of Laem Chabang Port has been showing an annual 7% growth since
2009, and reached 8.35 million TEU in 2014. The port has about a 78% market share in
Thailand (Figure 26) and a 6.6% share in ASEAN (Figure 27).

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 26: Market share of Laem Chabang Port in Thailand

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 27: Market share of Laem Chabang Port in ASEAN region
② Port arrivals
Figure 28 shows port traffic for Laem Chabang Port from 2011 to 2016. The largest item is
container ships, at about 80% of the total in 2016, and RO/RO ships4 accounting for less than
7%.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 28: Trends in port arrivals at Laem Chabang Port

4

RO/RO ships: Ships or vessels that carry trucks or chassis loaded with cargo. RO/RO = roll on roll off.

③ Throughput
Figure 29 shows the throughput of Laem Chabang Port from 2012 to 2016. Export throughput is
slightly higher than import throughput, but the figures for 2016 are about 25% greater than in
2012.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 29: Trends in throughput at Laem Chabang Port

④ Vehicle Terminal at Laem Chabang Port (Figure 30)
Vehicle handling terminals are in three locations (A1, A5, C0) at Laem Chabang Port (Figure
31). There are motor pools for makers such as Toyota, Nissan, Honda, Isuzu, and Suzuki near
the terminal.
A type of RO/RO vessels known as Pure Car Carriers (PCC) are being used for marine transport
of vehicles, and some of the larger ones can carry more than 7,000 vehicles at a time. At the
time of loading, vehicles are transported from the automakers’ factories and motor pools to the
terminal, from where they are driven onto the PCC one by one.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 30: Vehicle terminal

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 31: Car handling terminals at Laem Chabang Port
Figure 32 shows the trend in vehicle exports at Laem Chabang Port, and indicates that about
95% of vehicle volume handled is for export.

Thailand’s domestic annual motor vehicle production is about two million units, of which about
1.2 million units are exported. Most of these are exported from Laem Chabang Port, so it is
clear that this port functions as an important base for finished motor vehicle exports as part of
the global supply chain for motor vehicle production.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 32: Trends in throughput at Laem Chabang Port
(4) Future Development Plans at Laem Chabang Port
With future increases in cargo throughput being predicted for Laem Chabang Port (Figure 33),
three projects are planned: Construction of a coastal terminal (Terminal A), Single Rail Transfer
Operator (SRTO), and the Phase III Development Plan. If these projects are implemented, the
port capacity is expected to increase as shown in Table 3.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 33. Future projections of throughput at Laem Chabang Port
Table 3: Capacity of Laem Chabang Port
Item

Phase I＋II

Phase III

Container terminal

11.1

7.0

RO/RO terminal

1.98

1.0

Rail transport

2

1.0

沿岸ターミナル Coastal
terminal

0.6

1.0

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

① Construction of coastal terminal (Figure 34)
Based on policies of the Thai government and directions of the Ministry of Transport, a coastal
terminal is being constructed with the aim of reducing logistics costs as well as and reducing
environmental impact by promoting a modal shift from trucking to coastal shipping. Additional
aims are to bolster the docking capacity for coastal shipping to connect Laem Chabang Port
with regional ports in the northern and southern regions of the country, and to increase transport
capacity between Laem Chabang Port and the coastal terminal currently existing at Bangkok
Port.
Below are main findings from interviews with PAT regarding construction of a coastal terminal.

・ The plan is to construct and operate a coastal terminal on vacant land (approx. 17.5
acres) between Berths A0 and A1. Plans are for a pier length of 150 m, water depth of
10 m, ship handling capacity of 3,000 DWT, annual throughput capacity of 300,000
TEU, and the launch of operations in 2018.
・ In Phase III as well, there are plans for construction of a domestic terminal with annual
capacity of one million TEU.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 34: Construction of a coastal terminal
② Single Rail Transfer Operator: SRTO
PAT is also working to bolster rail transport at Laem Chabang Port. This is part of a strategy to
increase throughput capacity at Laem Chabang Port by terminal construction in Phase III and
also an effort to reduce environmental impacts through a modal shift, as mentioned above.

Based on these directions, PAT is currently constructing a rail terminal at Laem Chabang Port
called a Single Rail Transfer Operator (SRTO).
Below are main findings from interviews with PAT regarding the SRTO.
・ The rail transport terminal will be constructed and operated in the triangular area
between Wharf B and Wharf C. The plan is to increase the annual rail transport capacity
of Laem Chabang Port from the current 500,000 TEU to 200 million TEU, and
operations are expected to begin early in 2019, although partial use has already begun.
In Phase III as well, there are plans to construct a rail transport terminal with an annual
capacity of one million TEU, but this capacity is expected to be revised as part of the
national government’s EEC plan.
・ The SRTO terminal will be directly managed by PAT, but actual cargo handling will be
done by operators under bidding and contract.
・ For container transport, because there will be a shift by private sector companies from
truck to coastal shipping and rail, PAT is considering strategies to reduce transport costs
to levels that are competitive with trucking.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 35: Planned site for Single Rail Transfer Operator (SRTO)

Figure 36: Area around the planned site for SRTO
③ Phase III Development Plan
As show in Figures 37 and 38, Phase III is to be constructed with the aim of addressing future
increases in container cargo volume in a location adjacent to Phase II. This plan is in order to
play a role as a gateway port for the Mekong Sub-Region, and is seen as a strategy to bolster the
capacity of the Laem Chabang Port.
A feasibility study and detailed design were implemented from 2011 to 2016. Construction work
is to be done from 2018 to 2021, and there are plans for a bidding process in 2020 for private
sector companies to invest in facilities (cranes and buildings), plus companies to operate the
terminal.
Below are main findings from interviews with PAT regarding Phase III.
・ Specifications being considered are 800 m x 2 berths for Wharf E (E0 to E2) and 1,000
m x 2 berths for Wharf F (F1, F2).
・ Anticipated water depth is to accommodate the largest vessels: 18.5 m.
・ E0 is to be a vehicle terminal, with annual capacity of 100,000 vehicles
・ E1, E2 and F1 and F2 are to be container terminals, with potential to handle 7 million
TEU/year under the current plan.
・ For the construction schedule, plans are for a construction firm bidding process in early
2018. PAT is expected to make the investment for the terminal construction
(foundations), while the private sector is expected to make the investments for facilities
(a few billion yen/baht in scale). This project is being considered as Fast Track to

accelerate the speed of PPP procedures, and the government has given instructions to do
the work as soon as possible.
・ Regulatory preparations are also required to speed up the plan. The Thai government is
preparing tax incentive legislation for investors in the Eastern Economic Corridor
(EEC).
・ Since the depth is to be 18.5 m, it is envisioned that 18,000 TEU container ships will be
accommodated. There is no question that in the future the capacity to for even larger
ships will become an issue, but large ships like that might arrive only two or three times
a year, and even so, it is unlikely that all of them would be offloading at Laem Chabang
Port, so officials are not fully convinced that Laem Chabang Port has to be prepared for
the world’s largest ships. They carefully considered the size of ships that Laem Chabang
Port should be able to accommodate, and this was their conclusion.
・ Regarding Wharf E and Wharf F, ① there is a high likelihood that multiple operators
will submit bids for future investments in these wharves, and ② it is seen as likely that
mainly existing terminals will continue to used. As an actual example, Hutchison
currently has the contract for Wharf A2 and Wharf A3 from Phase I, and also for Wharf
C and Wharf D, and when large ships arrive that cannot dock at Wharf A, they are sent
to dock at C or D.

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 37: Phase III planned site (1)

Source: Laem Chabang Port’s Infrastructure Development & Connectivity, Dec. 2016, Laem Chabang Port, PAT

Figure 38: Phase III planned site (2)

4.2

Container Terminal

Regarding JCM-subsidized projects, with the aim of ascertaining the potential to extend the
achievements of Bangkok Port to Laem Chabang Port, this study examined the current status of
the container terminal (B2) and interviews were conducted with local terminal operators.
Currently, the pier length is 300 m and inland reach 350 m, and four container cranes plus 12
rubber tired gantry cranes (RTGs) were in operation. All of the RTGs had diesel engines and
none were hybrid units. Forklifts numbered one 25-ton, three 3.5-ton and one 6-ton units, and
all of them were diesel-powered.
A look at yard lighting shows signs of a gradual conversion to LED lights, and the lights already
installed appear to be made in China.
The operating contract with PAT is up for renewal in 2021, and with a view to the upcoming
contract renewal the terminal operator is considering investment into low-carbon cargo handling
equipment. Meanwhile, as the port’s management authority, PAT is encouraging terminal
operators to introduce environment-friendly low-carbon equipment.
In terms of container terminals, this study was limited to terminal B2, but considering
Bangkok Port’s achievements (including hybrid RTGs, electric RTGs, electric forklifts,
LED yard lighting, etc.), there seems to be a great potential for a JCM-subsidized project
at Laem Chabang Port.
Meanwhile, regarding E and F in Phase III as well, since a new container terminal will be
constructed, there is a high possibility for a JCM-subsidized project, it would be desirable to
consider the feasibility of implementing a rather challenging or aspirational JCM subsidy
project here (e.g., large-scale photovoltaic system, LNG bunkering, hybrid tugboats, etc.), while
continuing to obtain information from PAT.

Figure 39. Scene of container terminal

4.3

Vehicle Terminal and Passenger Ship Terminal

Regarding the potential for JCM-subsidized projects, with the aim of identifying the potential to
extend the achievements of Bangkok Port to Laem Chabang Port, the current status of vehicle
terminals and the passenger terminal (A1) was investigated and interviews were conducted with
local terminal operators.
Because the terminal operator for A1 has a contract with PAT for the passenger terminal, the
contractor has priority rights for cruise ships. Laem Chabang Port is close to the Pattaya tourist
region and cruise ship arrivals have been increasing in recent years.
In terms of terminal equipment, lighting and air conditioning equipment account for a large
share of electricity consumption. Operators are considering conversion to LEDs for yard
lighting, but this has not yet let to investments being made. There could be an estimated 160
LED light fixtures. Considering also the findings at Bangkok Port, it appears to be sufficiently
feasible to introduce LED yard lighting at this terminal through the use of JCM.
Also, because this is a passenger terminal, the operation of air conditioners can be expected to
increase in terminal buildings when cruise ships are in port. In particular, December and January
each year are the tourist high season and the peak time for ship arrivals. During peak season, air
conditioning equipment can account for as much as 30% of total electricity consumption at the
terminal, but the conversion to energy-saving equipment is not currently being considered. The
existing air conditioning equipment was installed at the time of terminal construction, so the
potential for replacement with energy-efficient equipment is high.
This study was limited in scope, but based on the above findings, there appears to be great
potential to have a JCM-subsidized project to Laem Chabang Port, adapted to reflect the
characteristics of the terminals, based on achievements at Bangkok Port (conversion to
LED yard lighting, etc.).
Meanwhile, with regards to E and F in Phase III, because a new vehicle terminal will be
constructed, the potential is high for a JCM-subsidized project, so it would be desirable to
consider the feasibility of a more challenging JCM-subsidized project while continuing to
obtain information from PAT.

Figure 40. Scene of vehicle container terminal

5.

Feasibility of the project
Based upon the results of the work described above, a feasibility assessment was done for a

JCM project envisioned under this Feasibility Study, looking at estimated GHG emission
reductions and energy saving effects, project costs, and project income and expenditures
(project profitability). The feasibility assessment covered the DistriCenter at Bangkok Port and
Vehicle and Passenger Terminals at Laem Chabang Port. The assessment results are presented
below.
5.1

Bangkok Port

At Bangkok Port, the detailed plans for the DistriCenter are not yet settled, so based on
discussions with PAT, assumptions were made on the specifications of the possible DistriCenter,
with reference to design data from Y-CC (Yokohama), which is one possible model to be
applied. Based on these assumptions, the project feasibility was examined for the introduction
of five types of equipment.
(1) Low-Carbon Cargo Handling Equipment
① Electric Forklift (Figure 41)
It is assumed that PAT will introduce forklifts for use on the first floor of the DistriCenter, and
private warehouse companies will introduce them on the second to fifth floors. This FS
considers the first-floor forklifts that PAT is likely to introduce.
Based on the assumed area of the first-floor CFS section, 105 units are used for the calculation.
As a result, emission reductions of approximately 12,000 t-CO2 (over 4 years) are estimated.
Results are presented in Table 4.

Figure 41: Electric forklift

Table 4: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing Electric Forklifts
Items

Electric Forklift

Legal durable years

4 years

Quantity

105 Trucks

Initial cost

131,250,000THB

Percentage of Subsidy

10%

JCM subsidy (C)

13,125,000THB

CO2 reduction (B）

3,169
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,035THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

84,696,612
THB

Overall evaluation

Good

② Electric Rubber-Tired Gantry Cranes (RTGs) (Figure 42)
For RTGs to introduce at the DistriCenter, electric RTGs were considered, as they have even
greater CO2 emission-reduction effects than hybrid units. Based on plans indicated by PAT
during interviews, this analysis was done assuming four units are to be introduced. Calculations
indicate total emission reductions of approximately 15,000 t-CO2 (12 years). Results are
presented in Table 5.

Figure 42: Electric RTG

Table 5: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing Electric RTGs
Items

Electric RTG

Legal durable years

12years

Quantity

4 Units

Initial cost

229,920,000THB

Percentage of Subsidy

8%

JCM subsidy (C)

18,393,600THB

CO2 reduction (B）

1,307
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,172THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

163,513,100
THB

Overall evaluation

Good

(2) LED lighting (Figure 43)
At the DistriCenter, it assumed that 470 LED lighting units will be installed on the first-floor
CFS section, plus 3,120 units from the second to fifth floors, for a total of 3,590 units. This FS
assumes the use of heat-resistant high bay models that are commonly used in high-ceiling
factories and warehouses.
Calculations for the introduction of LED lighting result in expected emission reductions of
approximately 33,000 t-CO2 (12 years). Results are presented in Table 6.

Figure 43: LED lighting

Table 6: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing LED Lighting
Items

Indoor LED lighting

Legal durable years

12years

Quantity

3,590 sets

Initial cost

87,473,000THB

Percentage of Subsidy

40%

JCM subsidy (C)

34,989,200THB

CO2 reduction (B）

2,823
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,032THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

226,787,500
THB

Overall evaluation

Good

(3) High-Efficiency Air Conditioning System
It was assumed that a high-efficiency system would be used for the air conditioning equipment
in the office building of the DistriCenter. Interviews with a Japanese air conditioner company
with local operations in Thailand turned up the following findings.
・ In Japan, the diffusion rate of inverter-type air conditioners is nearly 100%, but in other
countries the less efficient fixed-speed type is still very common.
・ In Thailand, in most cases, the fixed-speed type is most common even for new
installations.
It also turns out that the diffusion rate of inverter-type air conditioners for household use was
23% in 2015 in Asia (not counting Japan and China).5 Considering this information and based
on PAT’s plans, analysis was done for four storeys and total floor space of 3,145 m2 at the
DistriCenter.
A high-efficiency air conditioning system was estimated to result in emission reductions of
approximately 3,600 t-CO2 (13 years). Results are presented in Table 7.
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Source: https://www.daikin.co.jp/csr/information/lecture/act01.html

Table 7: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing High-Efficiency Air
Conditioning System
Items

High efficiency air conditioning system

Legal durable years

13years

Quantity

1 Set

Initial cost

21,990,000THB

Percentage of Subsidy

15%

JCM subsidy (C)

3,298,500THB

CO2 reduction (B）

276
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

921THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

22,512,580
THB

Overall evaluation

Good

In addition, refrigeration equipment was studied for the bonded warehouse area. In high
temperature and humidity regions such as Thailand, the increase in indoor air temperature due
to the incursion of outdoor air from movement into and out of a refrigerated warehouse can have
a major impact on energy efficiency. It was confirmed that by installing special equipment at the
front of the room to keep out humid outdoor air, it is possible to effectively reduce energy
consumption. Further investigation will be conducted.
(4) Photovoltaic (PV) System
For rooftop installation of photovoltaic systems on the roof of the DistriCenter, PAT was
interviewed for information about the center’s roof area and shape, and based on that a
generation capacity of 4 MW was assumed.
It was calculated that installation of a PV system would reduce emissions by approximately
21,000 t-CO2 (12 years). Results are presented in Table 8.

Table 8: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing PV System
Items

PV system

Legal durable years

12years

Quantity

1 set(4,122 KW)

Initial cost

164,910,000THB

Percentage of Subsidy

15%

JCM subsidy (C)

24,736,500THB

CO2 reduction (B）

1,767
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,167THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

112,997,800
THB

Overall evaluation

Good

5.2

Laem Chabang Port

Laem Chabang Port is expected to have a future increase in cargo handling capacity, and three
projects are being planning: (1) construction of a coastal terminal (Terminal A), (2) Single Rail
Transfer Operator (SRTO), and (3) and Phase III. Each of these projects holds promise as a
JCM-subsidy project extended from Bangkok Port, and it is expected that there could also be
good candidates for relatively larger JCM-subsidized projects here. For this year’s study, as
candidates to be JCM-subsidized projects, information was gathered on the introduction of LED
lighting for the vehicle terminal, and high-efficiency air conditioning for the passenger terminal.
The feasibility of introducing this equipment is examined below.

(1) LED Yard Lighting (Vehicle Terminal)
At the Vehicle Terminal, based on local interviews, it was clear that the installation of LED yard
lighting is highly feasible. Several assumptions were made for this assessment, based on
interviews and information obtained locally.
The introduction of LED yard lighting was estimated to reduce emissions by approximately
1,470 t-CO2 (10 years). Results are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing LED Lighting
Items

LED Yard lighting

Legal durable years

10years

Quantity

108 set

Initial cost

7,767,000 THB

Percentage of Subsidy

23%

JCM subsidy (C)

1,786,400 THB

CO2 reduction (B）

147 t-CO2
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,207THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

4,548,283 THB

Overall evaluation

Good

(2) High-Efficiency Air Conditioning System (Passenger Terminal)
For air conditioning at the passenger terminal this assessment assumed the introduction of
high-efficiency equipment. Several assumptions were made for this assessment, based on
interviews and information obtained locally.
The introduction of high-efficiency air conditioning equipment was estimated to reduce
emissions by approximately 770 t-CO2 (13 years). Results are presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Result of Project Feasibility Assessment of Introducing High-Efficiency Air
Conditioning System
Items

High efficiency air conditioning system

Legal durable years

13years

Quantity

1 set

Initial cost

15,000,000 THB

Percentage of Subsidy

6%

JCM subsidy (C)

900,000 THB

CO2 reduction (B）

59t-CO2
(t-CO2/year)

JCM cost effectiveness (C)/(B)

1,166THB/t-CO2

Eligibility for JCM

Good

Total cost advantage

134,799THB

Overall evaluation

Good
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Terms
Electric forklift

Definitions
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cargos to/from containers. There are different types of forklift
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common equipment for handling cargos loaded in pallets, and
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C. Summary of the methodology
Items
GHG emission
measures
Calculation of
emissions

Summary
reduction Realizing carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction by low-carbon
electric forklifts.
reference Reference emissions are GHG emissions from using
diesel-fueled forklifts commonly used at port facilities in
Thailand, calculated based on historical fuel consumption data
owned by the project implementers (in Thailand and/or Japan),
or ex-ante/ex-post measurement data obtained during the project
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emissions
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D. Eligibility criteria
This methodology is applicable to projects that satisfy all of the following criteria.
Criterion 1
The project involves the installation of low-carbon electric forklifts or the
replacement of diesel-fueled forklifts with low-carbon electric forklifts at port
facility.
Criterion 2
The project forklifts use grid electricity for recharging batteries and have
recording function of their electricity consumptions.
Criterion 3
Criterion 4

E. Emission Sources and GHG types

Reference emissions
Emission sources
Fossil fuel consumption of reference equipment
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project equipment

GHG types
CO2
GHG types
CO2

F. Establishment and calculation of reference emissions
F.1. Establishment of reference emissions
The reference emissions are “the amount of CO2 that would otherwise be emitted from the
existing facilities and equipment in the absence of the project facilities and equipment”.
The forklifts for cargo handling in the current port facilities in Thailand commonly use fossil
fuel (diesel oil). The reference emissions of the forklifts are calculated by multiplying the
energy consumption intensity of diesel-fueled forklifts (liters/hour) with their operating hours
during the project period p (hours/p) and the CO2 emission factor of diesel oil (t-CO2/liter).

F.2. Calculation of reference emissions
Reference emissions of the forklifts (hereinafter, FL) are to be calculated with the following
formula:
REp = ∑i[OTp,i × EFfl × EFdiesel ]
REp:
Reference emissions of the reference FLi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
OTp,i:
Operating hours of the reference FLi during the project period p [hours/p]
EFfl:
Energy consumption intensity of FL [liters/hour]
EFdiesel:
CO2 emission factor of diesel oil [t-CO2/liter]

G. Calculation of project emissions
Project emissions of forklifts（hereinafter, FL）are to be calculated with the following formula:
PEp = ∑i[ECp,i × EFelec ]
PEp:
Project emissions of the project FLi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
ECp,i:
Grid Electricity consumption of the project FLi during the project period p
[MWh/p]
EFelec:
CO2 emission factor of the grid electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

H. Calculation of emissions reductions
ERp = REp － PEp
ERp
REp

: Emission reductions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Reference emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]

PEp

: Project emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]

I. Data and parameters fixed ex ante
The source of each data and parameter fixed ex ante is listed as below.
Parameter
Description of data
Source
EFfl
Energy consumption intensity of reference
Value obtained from the project
forklift [liters/hour]
implementer’s historical data,
ex-ante measurement, or the
catalogue. For a catalogue
value, use the value for the
latest model.
OTp,i
Operating hours of project forklifts during the For operating hours of FLi to
project period p [hours/p]
calculate
the
reference
emissions, use a value obtained
from the project monitoring.
EFdiesel
CO2 emission factor of diesel oil [t-CO2/liter]
Use a published value of IPCC,
etc.
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A. Title of the methodology
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B. Terms and definitions
Terms
Rubber tired gantry crane
(RTG)

Definitions
Rubber tired gantry crane (RTG) is a unique crane for ports
in a gate shape for handling containers stored in a container
yard. Conventional RTG is driven by diesel oil, but there
are other types of RTG, such as electric RTG and hybrid
RTG.

C. Summary of the methodology
Items
GHG emission
measures
Calculation of
emissions

Summary
reduction Realizing carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction by electric RTGs.

reference Reference emissions are GHG emissions from using reference
conventional RTGs commonly used for port facilities in
Thailand, calculated based on historical fuel consumption data
owned by the project implementers (in Thailand and/or Japan),
or ex-ante/ex-post measurement data obtained during the project
activity.
Calculation
of
project Project emissions are GHG emissions from the project electric
emissions
RTGs, calculated based on their grid electricity consumptions.
Monitoring parameters
Operating hours of electric RTG i during a time period p after
the project implementation. [hours/p]
Electricity consumption of electric RTG i during a time period
of p after the project implementation. [liters/p]

D. Eligibility criteria
This methodology is applicable to projects that satisfy all of the following criteria.
Criterion 1
The project involves the installation of electric RTGs or the replacement of
conventional RTGs with electric RTGs.
Criterion 2
The project electric RTGs are powered by grid electricity, and the electricity
consumptions can be measured.
Criterion 3
Criterion 4

E. Emission Sources and GHG types
Reference emissions
Emission sources
Fossil fuel consumption of reference equipment
Project emissions
Emission sources

GHG types
CO2
GHG types

Electricity consumption of project equipment

CO2

F. Establishment and calculation of reference emissions
F.1. Establishment of reference emissions
The reference emissions are “the amount of CO2 that would otherwise be emitted from the
existing facilities and equipment in the absence of the project facilities and equipment”.
The RTGs for cargo handling in the current port facilities in Thailand commonly use fossil fuel
(diesel oil). The reference emissions of the RTGs are calculated by multiplying the diesel oil
consumption by RTGs during a project period p (liters/p) with the CO2 emission factor of diesel
oil (t-CO2/liter).

F.2. Calculation of reference emissions
Reference emissions of RTGs are to be calculated with the following formula:
REp = ∑i[OTp,i × EFfl × EFdiesel ]
REp:
Reference emissions of the reference RTGi during the project period p
[t-CO2/p]
OTp,i:
Operating hours of the reference RTGi during the project period p [hours/p]
EFRTG:
Energy consumption intensity of reference RTG [liters/hour]
EFdiesel:
CO2 emission factor of diesel oil [t-CO2/liter]

G. Calculation of project emissions
Project emissions of RTGs are to be calculated with the following formula:
PEp = ∑i[ECp,i × EFelec ]
PEp:
Project emissions of the project RTGi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
ECp,i:
Grid Electricity consumption of the project RTGi during the project period p
[MWh/p]
EFelec:
CO2 emission factor of the grid electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

H. Calculation of emissions reductions
ERp = REp － PEp
ERp
REp
PEp

: Emission reductions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Reference emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Project emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]

I. Data and parameters fixed ex ante
The source of each data and parameter fixed ex ante is listed as below.

Parameter
EFRTG

Description of data
Energy consumption intensity of reference
RTG [liters/hour]

OTp,i

Operating hours of project RTG during the
project period p [hours/p]

EFdiesel

CO2 emission factor of diesel oil [t-CO2/liter]

Source
Value obtained from the project
implementer’s historical data,
ex-ante measurement, or the
catalogue. For a catalogue
value, use the value for the
latest model.
For operating hours of RTGi to
calculate
the
reference
emissions, use a value obtained
from the project monitoring.
Use a published value of IPCC,
etc.
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A. Title of the methodology
Installation of LED for Indoor and Yard Lighting at Port Facility

B. Terms and definitions
Terms
LED light

Definitions
LED light is a lighting fixture using a light-emitting diode
(LED), a semiconductor device that emits visible light when
an electric voltage is applied in forward direction.

C. Summary of the methodology
Items
GHG emission
measures
Calculation of
emissions

Summary
reduction Realizing carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction by introducing LED
lighting.
reference Reference emissions are GHG emissions from using reference
mercury lamps commonly used for port facilities in Thailand,
calculated by multiplying the total wattage of mercury lamps
with their operating hours during the project period and the CO2
emission factor of the grid electricity.
Calculation
of
project Project emissions are GHG emissions from using project
emissions
lighting calculated with total power consumption of project
lighting, and CO2 emission factor for consumed electricity.
Monitoring parameters
Operating hours of LED lighting equipment i during a time
period of p after the project implementation. [hours/p].

D. Eligibility criteria
This methodology is applicable to projects that satisfy all of the following criteria.
Criterion 1
The project involves the installation of LED lighting equipment or the
replacement of mercury lamps with LED lighting equipment at port facility
Criterion 2
Electricity consumptions of project LED lighting equipment can be measured.
Criterion 3
Criterion 4

E.
Reference emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of reference equipment
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project equipment

F. Establishment and calculation of reference emissions
F.1. Establishment of reference emissions

GHG types
CO2
GHG types
CO2

The reference emissions are “the amount of CO2 that would otherwise be emitted from the
existing facilities and equipment in the absence of the project facilities and equipment”.
In the current port facilities in Thailand, mercury lamps are commonly used for indoor as well
as yard lighting. The reference emissions of the indoor and yard lighting equipment are
calculated by multiplying the total wattage of q units of mercury lamps with their operating
hours during the project period p (hours/p) and the CO2 emission factor of the grid electricity
(t-CO2/MWh).
F.2. Calculation of reference emissions
Reference emissions of indoor and yard lighting equipment（LF）are to be calculated with the
following formula:
REp = ∑i[ECp,i × OTp,i × EFelec ]
REp:
Reference emissions of the reference LFi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
ECp,i:
Wattage of the reference LFi [W]
OTp,i:
Operating hours of the project LFi during the project period p [hours/p]
EFelec:
CO2 emission factor of the grid electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

G. Calculation of project emissions
Project emissions of indoor and yard lighting equipment（LF）are to be calculated with the
following formula:
PEp = ∑ [ECp,i × EFelec ]
i

PEp:
ECp,i:
EFelec:

Project emissions of the project LFi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
Grid Electricity consumption of the project LFi during the project period p
[MWh/p]
CO2 emission factor of the grid electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

H. Calculation of emissions reductions
ERp = REp － PEp
ERp
REp
PEp

: Emission reductions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Reference emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Project emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]

I. Data and parameters fixed ex ante
The source of each data and parameter fixed ex ante is listed as below.
Parameter
Description of data
OTp,i

Operating hours of project lighting equipment
during the project period p [hours/p]

Source

If it is difficult to monitor the
operating hours of lighting
equipment during the project
period, use fixed values obtained

EFelec

Emission factor of the grid electricity
[t-CO2/MWh]

in study before/after the project.
Use a published value of the
Thai government, such as TGO,
etc.
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A. Title of the methodology
Installation of Inverter-Type Air Conditioning System for Cooling at Port Facility

B. Terms and definitions
Terms
Definitions
Inverter-type air conditioning Inverter-type air conditioning system is a type of air
system
conditioning system which contains inverter, an apparatus to
control the speed of the compressor motor in order to
maintain the ambient temperature. While the compressor in a
non-inverter-type air conditioning system can only either
operates in maximum capacity or stops entirely, the
compressor in an inverter-type air conditioning system
operates at adjustable speeds.
Coefficient of Performance Coefficient of Performance (COP) is the cooling capacity per
(COP)
rated power consumption of the air conditioning system. The
values of cooling capacity and rated power consumption are
defined under specific temperature stated in ISO 5151:2010.
Cooling capacity
Cooling capacity is the ability of air conditioning system to
remove heat, calculated with amount of heat removed per
unit time at specific temperature.

C. Summary of the methodology
Items
GHG emission
measures

Summary
reduction This methodology applies to the project that aims for saving
energy by installing inverter-type air conditioning system for
cooling at port facility.
Calculation of reference Reference emissions are GHG emissions from using reference
emissions
air conditioning system, calculated with power consumption of
project air conditioning system, ratio of COPs of
project/reference air conditioning system, and CO2 emission
factor for consumed electricity.
Calculation
of
project Project emissions are GHG emissions from using project air
emissions
conditioning system, calculated with power consumption of
installed inverter-type air conditioning system, and CO2
emission factor for consumed electricity.
Monitoring parameters
Power consumption of project air conditioning system

D. Eligibility criteria
This methodology is applicable to projects that satisfy all of the following criteria.
Criterion 1
The project involves the installation of inverter-type air conditioning system or
the replacement of non inverter-type air conditioning system with inverter-type
system in port facilities. The project inverter-type air conditioning system must
have the same level of efficiency as those produced by Japanese manufacturers.
Criterion 2
The installed air conditioning system is wall mounted type and/or ceiling cassette
type, and has a COP value higher than that of the value indicated in the table
below. If inverter air conditioners are to be introduced with higher Cooling

Criterion 3
Criterion 4

Capacity than indicated in the table below, an appropriate COP is to be
determined.
Cooling Capacity [kW]
Reference COP
2.5 ＜ x ≦ 4.1
4.00
4.1 ＜ x ≦ 5.3
3.59
5.3 ＜ x ≦ 7.1
2.96
7.1 ＜ x ≦ 14.2
2.85
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of the refrigerant used for the installed air
conditioning system is 0 (zero).
A plan for not releasing refrigerant used for project air conditioning system is
prepared. In the case of replacing the existing air conditioning system with the
project air conditioning system, a plan is prepared in which refrigerant used for
the existing air conditioning system is not released to the air e.g. re-use of the
refrigerant. Execution of the prevention plan is checked at the time of
verification, in order to confirm that refrigerant used for the existing one
replaced by the project is not released to the air.

E. Emission Sources and GHG types
Reference emissions
Emission sources
Power consumption of reference air conditioning system
Project emissions
Emission sources
Power consumption by project air conditioning system

GHG types
CO2
GHG types
CO2

F. Establishment and calculation of reference emissions
F.1. Establishment of reference emissions
Reference emissions are calculated with power consumption of project air conditioning system,
ratio of COPs of project/reference air conditioning system, and CO2 emission factor for
electricity consumed.
The COP of reference air conditioning system is conservatively set ex ante in the following
manner to ensure the net emission reductions.
1. The COP value tends to decrease as the cooling capacity increases.
2. The reference COP, at a certain cooling capacity, is set at a maximum value in
the respective cooling capacity range.
The maximum values of COP in the respective cooling capacity ranges are defined as COPRE.
F.2. Calculation of reference emissions
Reference emissions of reference air-conditioning system（AC）are to be calculated with the
following formula:
REp = ∑i[ECPJ,i,p × (COPPJ,i ÷ COPRE,i )] × EFelec
REp:
Reference emissions of the reference ACi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
ECPJ,i,p:
Power consumption of project ACi during the period p
[MWh/p]
COPPJ,i: COP of project ACi [-]

COPRE,i:
EFelec:

COP of reference ACi [-]
CO2 emission factor of the consumed electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

G. Calculation of project emissions
Project emissions of project air-conditioning system（AC）are to be calculated with the
following formula:
PEp = ∑ [ECPJ,i,p × EFelec ]
i

PEp:
ECPJ,I,p:
EFelec:

Project emissions of the project ACi during the project period p [t-CO2/p]
Power consumption of project ACi during the period p
[MWh/p]
CO2 emission factor of the consumed electricity [t-CO2/MWh]

H. Calculation of emissions reductions
ERp = REp － PEp
ERp
REp
PEp

: Emission reductions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Reference emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]
: Project emissions during the period p [tCO2/p]

I. Data and parameters fixed ex ante
The source of each data and parameter fixed ex ante is listed as below.
CO2 emission factor for consumed electricity.
[Grid electricity]
When project air conditioning system consumes
Updates on Combined
only grid electricity or captive electricity, the
Margin grid electricity
project participant applies the CO2 emission factor emission factor published by
respectively.
Thailand Greenhouse Gas
When project air conditioning system may
Management Organization
consume both grid electricity and captive
unless otherwise instructed
electricity, the project participant applies the CO2
by the Joint Committee.
emission factor with lower value.
EFelec
[Captive electricity]
CDM approved small scale
[CO2 emission factor]
For grid electricity: The most recent value
methodology AMS-I.A
available from the source stated in this table at the
time of validation
For captive electricity: 0.8* [tCO2/MWh]
*The most recent value available from CDM
approved small scale methodology AMS-I.A at the
time of validation is applied.
COP of reference air conditioning system i, as
Nominal value available on
indicated in Table 2. The values of cooling
product catalogs,
COPRE,i
capacity and rated power consumption used in the specification documents or
calculation of COP are obtained from product
websites.
catalogs, specification documents or website of

major manufacturers in Thailand. If inverter air
conditioners are to be introduced with higher
Cooling Capacity than indicated in the table
below, an appropriate COP is to be determined.
Table 2 : COP for Reference
Air Conditioning System (COPRE,i)
i
Cooling capacity [kW]
Reference COP
1
4.00
2.5kW<x≦4.1kW

COPPJ,i

2

4.1kW<x≦5.3kW

3.59

3

5.3kW<x≦7.1kW

2.96

4

7.1kW<x≦14.2kW

2.85

COP of project air conditioning system i. The
value of cooling capacity and rated power
consumption used in the calculation of COP
prepared by manufacturer is applied.

The default values are
derived from the result of
survey on COP of air
conditioning system from
manufacturers that have
high market share. The
default values should be
revised if necessary from
survey result which is
conducted by JC or project
participants every three
years.

Specifications of project air
conditioning system for the
quotation or factory
acceptance test data by
manufacturer.

6.2

Design and Development of PDD

JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of Law-carbon Electric Forklifts to DistriCenter at Bangkok Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project introduces total 105 units of electric forklifts to DistriCenter at Bangkok Port, to
realize CO2 emission reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Bangkok
City/Town/Community etc.:
Khlong Toey
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

January 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.

Installation of Low-carbon Electric
Forklift at Port Facility

Version number
B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of low-carbon
The project installs
electric forklifts or the replacement of diesel-fueled
low-carbon electric
forklifts with low-carbon electric forklifts at port
forklifts to DistriCenter at
facility.
Bangkok Port.
Criterion 2 The project forklifts use grid electricity for
The project forklifts use
recharging batteries and have recording function of
grid electricity for
their electricity consumptions.
recharging batteries and
have recording function of
their electricity

consumptions.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Fossil fuel consumption of reference diesel-fueled forklifts
CO2
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project electric forklifts

GHG type
CO2

C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project installs electric forklifts (as shown in a
picture on the left) to DistriCenter to be newly
constructed in Bangkok Port. The reference equipment
is diesel-fueled forklift, which is commonly used in
Bangkok Port.
Operating hours and grid electricity consumptions of
all electric forklifts to be introduced will be monitored.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
4,390
1,220
3,170
2020
4,390
1,220
3,170
2021
4,390
1,220
3,170
2022
4,390
1,220
3,170
2023
4,390
1,220
3,170
2024
4,390
1,220
3,170
2025
4,390
1,220
3,170
2026
4,390
1,220
3,170
2027
4,390
1,220
3,170
2028
4,390
1,220
3,170
Total
43,900
12,200
31,700
(tCO2e)

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders

As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Bangkok Port, local
stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the port
workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.

Annex
-

Revision history of PDD
Version
Date
1.0
28 Feb 2018

Contents revised

JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of Law-carbon Electric Forklifts to DistriCenter at Bangkok Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project introduces total 105 units of electric forklifts to DistriCenter at Bangkok Port, to
realize CO2 emission reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Bangkok
City/Town/Community etc.:
Khlong Toey
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

January 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.

Installation of Low-carbon Electric
Forklift at Port Facility

Version number
B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of low-carbon
The project installs
electric forklifts or the replacement of diesel-fueled
low-carbon electric
forklifts with low-carbon electric forklifts at port
forklifts to DistriCenter at
facility.
Bangkok Port.
Criterion 2 The project forklifts use grid electricity for
The project forklifts use
recharging batteries and have recording function of
grid electricity for
their electricity consumptions.
recharging batteries and
have recording function of
their electricity

consumptions.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Fossil fuel consumption of reference diesel-fueled forklifts
CO2
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project electric forklifts

GHG type
CO2

C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project installs electric forklifts (as shown in a
picture on the left) to DistriCenter to be newly
constructed in Bangkok Port. The reference equipment
is diesel-fueled forklift, which is commonly used in
Bangkok Port.
Operating hours and grid electricity consumptions of
all electric forklifts to be introduced will be monitored.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
4,390
1,220
3,170
2020
4,390
1,220
3,170
2021
4,390
1,220
3,170
2022
4,390
1,220
3,170
2023
4,390
1,220
3,170
2024
4,390
1,220
3,170
2025
4,390
1,220
3,170
2026
4,390
1,220
3,170
2027
4,390
1,220
3,170
2028
4,390
1,220
3,170
Total
43,900
12,200
31,700
(tCO2e)

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders

As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Bangkok Port, local
stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the port
workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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Revision history of PDD
Version
Date
1.0
28 Feb 2018

Contents revised

JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of LED Lamps for Indoor Lighting for DistriCenter at Bangkok Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project introduces 3,590 LED lamps for indoor lighting (470 units for the 1 st floor and
3,120 units for the 2nd to 5th floor) in newly constructed DistriCenter at Bangkok Port, to
realize CO2 emission reduction.

A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Bangkok
City/Town/Community etc.:
Khlong Toey
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

Jan 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.
Version number

Installation of LED for Indoor and
Yard Lighting at Port Facility
1.0

B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of LED lighting The project installs LED
equipment or the replacement of mercury lamps with lamps in newly constructed
LED lighting equipment at port facility
DistriCenter at Bangkok
Port.
Criterion 2 Electricity consumptions of project LED lighting
Grid electricity
equipment can be measured.
consumptions of the
project LED lamps can be

measured.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption of reference lighting equipment
CO2
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project LED lighting equipment

GHG type
CO2

C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project introduces LED lamps shown below to DistriCenter to be newly constructed in
Bangkok Port. Reference lamps are mercury lamps commonly used for indoor lighting of port
facilities in Thailand.
Grid electricity consumptions and operating hours of the LED lamps will be monitored.
Operating hours of the LED lamps will be automatically measured by sensors or determined as
a default value based on data of daily operating hours for a certain period of time collected
before or after the project implementation.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
4,073
1,250
2,823
2020
4,073
1,250
2,823
2021
4,073
1,250
2,823
2022
4,073
1,250
2,823
2023
4,073
1,250
2,823
2024
4,073
1,250
2,823
2025
4,073
1,250
2,823
2026
4,073
1,250
2,823
2027
4,073
1,250
2,823
2028
4,073
1,250
2,823
Total
40,730
12,500
27,600
(tCO2e)

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders
As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Bangkok Port, local
stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the port
workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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Revision history of PDD
Version
Date
1.0
28 Feb 2018

Contents revised

JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of Inverter-Type Air Conditioning System for Cooling DistriCenter Building at
Bangkok Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project introduces inverter-type air conditioning system in the DistriCenter building at
Bangkok Port, to realize CO2 emission reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Bangkok
City/Town/Community etc.:
Khlong Toey
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

Jan 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.

Version number

Installation of Inverter-Type Air
Conditioning System for Cooling at
Port Facility
1.0

B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of inverter-type
The project installs
air conditioning system or the replacement of non
inverter-type air
inverter-type air conditioning system with
conditioning system in the
inverter-type system in port facilities. The project
DistriCenter building at
inverter-type air conditioning system must have the
Bangkok Port. The project
same level of efficiency as those produced by
air conditioning system has
Japanese manufacturers.
the same level of efficiency

Criterion 2

Criterion 3

Criterion 4

The installed air conditioning system is wall
mounted type and/or ceiling cassette type, and has a
COP value higher than that of the value indicated in
the table below. If inverter-type air conditioners are
to be introduced with higher Cooling Capacity than
indicated in the table below, an appropriate COP is to
be determined.
Cooling Capacity [kW]
Reference COP
2.5 ＜ x ≦ 4.1
4.00
4.1 ＜ x ≦ 5.3
3.59
5.3 ＜ x ≦ 7.1
2.96
7.1 ＜ x ≦ 14.2
2.85
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of the refrigerant
used for the installed air conditioning system is 0
(zero).
A plan for not releasing refrigerant used for project
air conditioning system is prepared. In the case of
replacing the existing air conditioning system with
the project air conditioning system, a plan is
prepared in which refrigerant used for the existing air
conditioning system is not released to the air e.g.
re-use of the refrigerant. Execution of the prevention
plan is checked at the time of verification, in order to
confirm that refrigerant used for the existing one
replaced by the project is not released to the air.

as Japanese products.
The inverter-type air
conditioning system to be
installed in the project will
have a higher Cooling
Capacity than in the table
on left. An appropriate
Reference COP was
determine based on local
data, so it satisfies the
criterion.

ODP of the refrigerant
used for the project air
conditioning system is 0.
A plan for not releasing
refrigerant used for the
project air conditioning
system is prepared.
The project does not
involve the replacement of
old air conditioning
system, therefore there is
no release of its refrigerant
to the air.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption by reference non inverter-type air conditioning CO2
system
Project emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption by project inverter-type air conditioning CO2
system
C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project installs inverter-type air conditioning system commonly used in Japan into the
DistriCenter building at Bangkok Port. Reference equipment is non-inverter type air
conditioning system, which is still popular in Thailand even for new installation.
Grid electricity consumption by the project air conditioning system will be monitored.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
655
380
276
2020
655
380
276

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
Total
(tCO2e)

655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
6,550

380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
3,800

276
276
276
276
276
276
276
276
2,760

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders
As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Bangkok Port, local
stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the port
workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of Solar PV System at Bangkok Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project installs PV panels (4,122kW) on the roof of DistriCenter (Installation area:
25,000m2 / Roof area: 50,000 m2) at Bangkok Port, to realize CO2 emission reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Bangkok
City/Town/Community etc.:
Khlong Toey
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

Jan 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.
Version number

Installation of Solar PV System
1.0

B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project installs solar PV system(s).
The project installs PV
panels on the roof of
DistriCenter at Bangkok
Port.
Criterion 2 The solar PV system is connected to the internal
The solar PV system is
power grid of the project site and/or to the grid for
connected to the internal
displacing grid electricity and/or captive electricity at power grid of the project
the project site.
site for the use at
DistriCenter, etc.

Criterion 3

The PV modules have obtained a certification of
design qualifications (IEC 61215, IEC 61646 or IEC
62108) and safety qualification (IEC 61730-1 and
IEC 61730-2).

Criterion 4

The equipment to monitor output power of the solar
PV system and irradiance is installed at the project
site.

The project PV modules
have obtained a
certification of design
qualifications (IEC 61215,
IEC 61646 or IEC 62108)
and safety qualification
(IEC 61730-1 and IEC
61730-2).
The equipment to monitor
output power of the solar
PV system and irradiance
is installed at the project
site.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Consumption of grid and/or captive electricity
CO2
Project emissions
Emission sources
Generation of electricity from solar PV system

GHG type
NA

C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project introduces a PV power station (as shown below) with the capacity of 4,122kW on
the roof of DistriCenter to be newly constructed in Bangkok Port.
The amount of power generated by the PV power station will be monitored.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
1,767
0
1,767
2020
1,767
0
1,767
2021
1,767
0
1,767
2022
1,767
0
1,767
2023
1,767
0
1,767
2024
1,767
0
1,767
2025
1,767
0
1,767
2026
1,767
0
1,767
2027
1,767
0
1,767
2028
1,767
0
1,767
Total
17,670
0
17,670
(tCO2e)

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders
As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Bangkok Port, local
stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the port
workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of LED Lamps for Yard Lighting at Laem Chabang Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project replaces 94 mercury lamps with 108 LED lamps with the same total illuminance
for yard lighting of the automotive terminal at Laem Chabang Port, to realize CO2 emission
reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Chonburi
City/Town/Community etc.:
Bang Lamung District
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

Jan 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.
Version number

Installation of LED for Indoor and
Yard Lighting at Port Facility
1.0

B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of LED lighting The project replaces
equipment or the replacement of mercury lamps with mercury lamps with LED
LED lighting equipment at port facility
lamps for yard lighting at
Laem Chabang Port.
Criterion 2 Electricity consumptions of project LED lighting
Grid electricity
equipment can be measured.
consumptions of the
project LED lamps can be
measured.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption of reference lighting equipment
CO2
Project emissions
Emission sources
Electricity consumption of project LED lighting equipment

GHG type
CO2

C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project replaces the existing mercury lamps with
LED lighting equipment (as shown in a picture on the
left) for yard lighting of the automotive terminal at Laem
Chabang Port.
Grid electricity consumptions and operating hours of the
LED lamps will be monitored. Operating hours of the
LED lighting equipment will be automatically measured
by sensors or determined as a default value based on
data of daily operating hours for a certain period of time
collected before or after the project implementation.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated
Project Estimated
Emission
emissions (tCO2e)
Emissions (tCO2e)
Reductions (tCO2e)
2019
242.8
94.8
148
2020
242.8
94.8
148
2021
242.8
94.8
148
2022
242.8
94.8
148
2023
242.8
94.8
148
2024
242.8
94.8
148
2025
242.8
94.8
148
2026
242.8
94.8
148
2027
242.8
94.8
148
2028
242.8
94.8
148
Total
2,428
948
1,480
(tCO2e)

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders
As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Leam Chabang Port,
local stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the

port workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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Version
Date
1.0
28 Feb 2018

Contents revised

JCM Project Design Document Form
A. Project description
A.1. Title of the JCM project
Installation of Inverter-Type Air Conditioning System for Cooling Passenger Terminal at Laem
Chabang Port in Thailand
A.2. General description of project and applied technologies and/or measures
The project replaces non inverter-type air conditioning system with inverter-type air
conditioning system at the passenger terminal in Laem Chabang, to realize CO2 emission
reduction.
A.3. Location of project, including coordinates
Country
The Kingdom of Thailand
Region/State/Province etc.:
Chonburi
City/Town/Community etc.:
Bang Lamung District
Latitude, longitude
A.4. Name of project participants
The
Kingdom
of Port Authority of Thailand (PAT)
Thailand
Japan
Yokohama Port Corporation
A.5. Duration
Starting date of project operation
Expected operational lifetime of project

Jan 2019
17 years

A.6. Contribution from Japan
This proposed project is partially supported by the Ministry of Environment in Japan as a
JCM Model Project, able to receive the financial support of up to 50% of its initial investment
in exchange for JCM credits.
Technology transfer and capacity building on operation and monitoring is cooperatively
provided by Yokohama Port Corporation, Green Pacific Co., Ltd., and Overseas Environmental
Corporation Center.

B. Application of an approved methodology(ies)
B.1. Selection of methodology(ies)
Selected approved methodology No.

Version number

Installation of Inverter-Type Air
Conditioning System for Cooling at
Port Facility
1.0

B.2. Explanation of how the project meets eligibility criteria of the approved methodology
Eligibility
Descriptions specified in the methodology
Project information
criteria
Criterion 1 The project involves the installation of inverter-type
The project replaces non
air conditioning system or the replacement of non
inverter-type air
inverter-type air conditioning system with
conditioning system with
inverter-type system in port facilities. The project
inverter-type air
inverter-type air conditioning system must have the
conditioning system at the
same level of efficiency as those produced by
passenger terminal in

Japanese manufacturers.

Criterion 2

Criterion 3

Criterion 4

The installed air conditioning system is wall
mounted type and/or ceiling cassette type, and has a
COP value higher than that of the value indicated in
the table below. If inverter-type air conditioners are
to be introduced with higher Cooling Capacity than
indicated in the table below, an appropriate COP is to
be determined.
Cooling Capacity [kW]
Reference COP
2.5 ＜ x ≦ 4.1
4.00
4.1 ＜ x ≦ 5.3
3.59
5.3 ＜ x ≦ 7.1
2.96
7.1 ＜ x ≦ 14.2
2.85
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of the refrigerant
used for the installed air conditioning system is 0
(zero).
A plan for not releasing refrigerant used for project
air conditioning system is prepared. In the case of
replacing the existing air conditioning system with
the project air conditioning system, a plan is
prepared in which refrigerant used for the existing air
conditioning system is not released to the air e.g.
re-use of the refrigerant. Execution of the prevention
plan is checked at the time of verification, in order to
confirm that refrigerant used for the existing one
replaced by the project is not released to the air.

Leam Chabang Port. The
project air conditioning
system has the same level
of efficiency as Japanese
products.
The inverter-type air
conditioning system to be
installed in the project will
have a higher Cooling
Capacity than in the table
on left. An appropriate
Reference COP was
determine based on local
data, so it satisfies the
criterion.

ODP of the refrigerant
used for the project air
conditioning system is 0.
A plan for not releasing
refrigerant used for project
air conditioning system is
prepared.
As for the existing air
conditioning system to be
replaced, it will be
scrapped not to be re-used
and release its refrigerant
to the air.

C. Calculation of emission reductions
C.1. All emission sources and their associated greenhouse gases relevant to the JCM project
Reference emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption of reference non inverter-type air conditioning CO2
system
Project emissions
Emission sources
GHG type
Electricity consumption of project inverter-type air conditioning system CO2
C.2. Figure of all emission sources and monitoring points relevant to the JCM project
The project replaces existing non inverter-type air conditioning system with inverter-type air
conditioning system commonly used in Japan at the passenger terminal in Laem Chabang Port.
Grid electricity consumption by the project air conditioning system will be monitored.

C.3. Estimated emissions reductions in each year
Year
Estimated
Reference Estimated

Project Estimated

Emission

emissions (tCO2e)
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
Total
(tCO2e)

Emissions (tCO2e)
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
1,320

Reductions (tCO2e)
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
720

59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
590

D. Environmental impact assessment
Legal requirement of environmental impact assessment for Not necessary
the proposed project

E. Local stakeholder consultation
E.1. Solicitation of comments from local stakeholders
As the project involves the introduction of facilities and equipment into Laem Chabang Port,
local stakeholder consultation will be implemented for stakeholders of the port including the
port workers.
E.2. Summary of comments received and their consideration
Stakeholders
Comments received
Consideration of comments received

F. References
Reference lists to support descriptions in the PDD, if any.
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Attached Documents

Document 1：MOU for Cooperation with PAT, etc.
Memorandum of Understanding between City of Yokohama and Bangkok
Metropolitan Authority

Memorandum of Understanding between the Port Authority of Thailand and the
City of Yokohama

Letter of Intent of the Implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding between the
Port Authority of Thailand and the City of Yokohama

Attachment 2：PAT meeting document
(1) July 2017

(2) November 2017

Attachment 3: PAT presentation material at JCM City-toCity cooperation
workshop
(1) July 2017

(2) January 2018

Attachment 4 New Procurement Act in Thailand
(1) Thai

(2) Provisional translation (excerpts)

Section

1:

This

Act

is

the

“Government Procurement and

Supplies

Management Act B.E. 2560"
Section 2: This Act shall come into force one hundred and eighty days after the date of
its publication in the Government Gazette.
Section 3: The provisions related to the supply, procurement, or supply management in
any governmental law, regulation, announcement, and requirements under this Act shall
be repealed.
Section 4: In this Act:
“Procurement” shall mean execution that result in the acquisition of supplies by
means of purchasing, hiring, renting, exchanging, or other forms of transaction as
specified in the Ministerial Order.
“Supplies” shall mean goods, services, consultancy, building design or construction,
and other activities as specified in the Ministerial Order.
“Goods” shall mean materials, hardware, land, buildings, and property, including any
services provided with such goods. However, the value of a service must not exceed the
value of the goods.
“Service” shall mean service provision, service contract, production contract, or a
shipping service provided by a person or a juristic person according to the Civil and
Commercial Code, excluding employment of government employees, transportation of
goods in an official vehicle, consultant hiring, building design or construction, and
workforce employment according to the Civil and Commercial Code.
“Construction Work” shall mean construction of buildings, utility work, renovation,
extension, reconstruction, demolition, or other similar activities to such buildings or
utility work, including any service provided with such construction work. However, the
value of such service must not exceed value of the construction work.

“Building” shall mean a permanent construction for a person to live or work in, such
as an office building, hospital, school, stadium, or other similar building, including any
infrastructure provided for such building, such as a flagpole, fence, sewer, water tower,
road, water supply system, power line, and other facilities including an air conditioner,
elevator, or furniture.
“Utility” shall mean work related to the water supply system, power supply system,
telecommunication, sewerage system, tube/sea/land/rail/air/or metro transport, or other
related activities that take place on the surface, underground, and in the air.
“Consultant hiring” shall mean hiring a person or a juristic person to provide
consultancy or recommendations related to engineering, architecture, city planning, the
law, the economy, finance, fiscal affairs, the environment, natural sciences, technology,
public health, fine art and culture, research, or other fields of study, to a governmental
agency.
“Building design and construction” shall mean hiring a person or a juristic person to
provide a building design and construction service.
“Supplies management” shall mean keeping, recording, dispatching, lending,
inspecting, maintaining, and distributing supplies.
“Reference prices” shall mean the prices that the purchaser announces that it is
willing to pay for a good or service in the following respective order:
(1) Prices calculated by the method given by the Reference Price Committee
(2) Prices from the reference price database created by Comptroller General’s
Department
(3) Reference prices given by the Bureau of the Budget or other governmental
agencies
(4) Prices determined in the Market
(5) The most recent contractual prices used in the last two fiscal years

(6) Prices obtained by the criteria, methods, or guidelines of the relevant
governmental agency
Price (1) has the highest priority. In absence of price (1), either price (2) or (3) shall
be used as the substitute by considering the relevant governmental agency’s best
interests. Likewise, in the absence of price (1), (2), and (3), price (4), (5), or (6) shall be
used as a substitute by considering the relevant governmental agency’s best interests.
“Budget” shall mean the budget money allocated according to the Annual Budget
Expenditure Act, Budget Procedures Act, or the Transfer of Appropriation Act, or the
budget balance reserved by a governmental agency subject to the permission of the
Minister according to the Budget Procedures Act or the Treasury Reserve Act, or the
income of the relevant governmental agency reserved according to the law, and any tax,
fee, or other form of interest legally collected by a local governmental agency, including
a loan, subsidy, and other funds as specified in the ministerial order.
“Governmental agency” shall mean a central government bureau, local government
bureau, public enterprise according to the Budget Procedures Act, a public company
limited, independent entity, organization under constitution, judicial administration office,
public university, offices in the House of Parliament or its administration, an independent
regulatory agency, and other offices as specified in the ministerial order.
“Officer” shall mean the person in charge of governmental procurement or supplies
management, orthe duly authorized person.
“Policy Committee” shall mean the governmental procurement and supplies
management committee.
“Adjudication Committee” shall mean the governmental procurement and supplies
management adjudication committee.
“Reference Price Committee” shall mean the business registration and reference
price committee.
“A.C.C. Committee” shall mean the anti-corruption cooperation committee.

“Appeal Committee” means the proposed committee of functionaries empowered to
appeal against any sanctions.
“Minister” shall mean the Minister responsible for execution of this Act.
Section 5: The Minister of the Treasury shall be responsible for execution of this Act
and shall have the power to issue the Ministerial Regulations and Orders to implement
this Act.
Such Ministerial Regulations shall come into force upon their publication in the
Government Gazette.
Section 6: In order to spend the governmental budget on procurement and supplies
management in a cost-effective and corruption-free manner, the relevant governmental
agency shall comply with the guidelines in this Act, and any Ministerial Order,
Regulation, and Announcement by virtue of this Act.
In order to operate a public enterprise, public university, governmental agency or its
section in a foreign country, or other governmental agencies specified in the Ministerial
Order in a flexible and versatile manner, the relevant agencies may entirely or partially
legislate the rules, laws, or regulations related to the management of procurement and
supplies to ensure internal enforcement as necessary by following the procurement and
supplies management guidelines in this Act, unless otherwise required by the law,
norms, or culture of the country in which such agency is established.
The rules, laws, and regulations stated in paragraph two shall be used to approve
the method of procurement, vendor selection, or other specific approach according to
Section 56.
The rules, laws, and regulations stated in paragraphs two and three must be
approved by the Policy Committee and published in the Government Gazette
accordingly.
Section 7: This Act does not cover:
(1) Commercial procurement by a public enterprise

(2) Procurement of armaments and national security related services by means of a
government-to-government agreement or importation from the country, for which the
relevant law prescribes otherwise.
(3) Procurement for research and development of academic services provided by
universities, or procurement of a consultancy service.
(4) Procurement funded by an international loan, a subsidy granted by a foreign
government, or an international governmental or non-governmental organization, or
international financial institutions, or an international foundation or private company
subject to different terms according to a loan or subsidy agreement.
(5) Procurement partially funded by an international loan, or a subsidy granted by a
foreign government, or an international governmental or non-governmental organization,
or an international financial institution, or an international foundation or private company
that is subject to different terms according to a loan or subsidy agreement, and such
loan or subsidy complies with the criteria published in the Government Gazette by the
Policy Committee.
(6) A public university's or hospital's procurement funded entirely by donation money
plus its interest without government budget allocation.
The procurement in (1), (2),and (3) that is exempted from this Act shall comply with
the criteria published in the Government Gazette by the Policy Committee, and such
publication requires the relevant governmental agency to propose a suitable
procurement method according to (1), (2), or (3) to the Policy Committee to qualify for
the exemption privilege.
Exemption from legislation according this Act that that is granted to an entire
procurement, or only a part, in addition to the exemption stated in paragraph 1, shall be
proclaimed by a Royal Decree according to the Policy Committee’s proposal.

In the case of paragraphs 1 and 3, the relevant governmental agency shall legislate
the necessary procurement and supplies management regulations according to the
criteria and guidelines given in this Act, particularly Section 8, Paragraph 1.
Procurement according to (6) requires that a public university or hospital shall
comply with paragraph 4, and it shall also report its operating results to the Policy
Committee in the manner specified by that committee.

Attachment 5: Leaflet of Y-CC
(1) Japanese version

(2) English version

